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Abstract

The temperature dependence of the collisional interfe¡ence in the pure ro-

tational band of gaseous HD and its mixtures trvas experimentalÌ5' investigated

at 77 K, 195 K and 296 I{. Values of the allowed dipole moment matrix ele-

ments, the absolute frequencies, the spectral line sirape parameters (broadening

and frequency shift coefficients), and the interfererlce parameters, for the first

four rotationai lines, rvere deduced from the spectra. Theoretical calculations of

the interference parameter a, and the iine width were performed based, respec-

tively, on the intracollisional theorl' developed b5' Herman, Tipping and Polli and

a serniclassical tireory developed by Robert and Bonamy2. The induced dipole

moments for HD - Ne and HD - y'y'2 rn'ere estimated, with reference to the in-

tracollisional theory. A comprehensive discussion of experimental results with

theoretical calculations is given. Better agreement between experimental resuits

and the predictions by the above theories are found for R(2) and R(3) and for

H D peúurbed by large molecules. The behaviour of temperature dependence of

collisional interference in the pure rotational band for H D and its mixtures is

found to be more compiicated than the prediction of the intracoliisional theory.

In particular a change in sign of the interference parameter a, is not explainable

by the above theory.

rR. M. Ilerman, R. H. Tipping and J. D. Poll, Phys. Rev., AZ0, 2006 (1979).
2D. Robert and J. Bonamy, J. Phys., 40,923 (1979).
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Chapter I
TINTR,OÐUCTTOIT

During the past 20 years, considerabie effort has been put forth to study the

pressure-broadened inf¡ared absorption spectrum of HD. There are se\¡eral rea-

sons for the fundamental importance of this studS'. First, the hydrogen molecular

isotope HD has a very small dipole moment on the order of 10-3 D (Debye:10-18

esø :0.39343 eas:3.33564 x 10-30 Crn) [t]. This dipole moment is about 10-a

smaller than the usual dipole moment of a polar molecule and is about 10-r of the

average magnitude of the typical collision-induced dipole moment [2]. The small

rnagnitude of the dipole moment makes HD an almost unique case for the study

of intracolli's'ional interference. This phenomenon arises from constructive or de-

structive interference between the optical transitions involving the allowed and

coilision-induced dipole moment during a collision [1]. Second, the role of collision-

induced transitions are intrinsically interesting to spectral line broadening studies,

which can, in principle, give valuable information regarding the anisotropic molec-

ular forces and various intermolecular interactions [3][4][5]. Third, because of the

simplicity of the molecule, it is amenable to theoretical treatment. The theoretical



interpretations and generalizations could lead to a better understanding of more

complicated molecular systems 16l. And fourth, it has important applications in

astronoml' t7]t8] Tlie abundance of deuterium and the n|io DIH are verl, irn-

portant astrophysical pararneters with respect to to the evolution of the primitive

solar nebula and the formation of the planets [9][t0]111]. Hou'ever. its estirnation

f¡om the D2 spectrum is extremely difficult because the abundance of D2 in the

solar systemis only about 10-5 that of H2and D2 does not havean alloweddipole

moment. The D lH ratio could be obtained from the measurements of the HD

spectra of an astronomical source if the corresponding laboratorS' ¿r¿ theoreti-

cal data on the frequencies and intensities are known l12J[13]i14]. Consequently,

much interest in tire infrared spectrum of HD has been motivated by the need to

measure the absolute frequencies and the allowed dipole moment element of its

spectral lines.

l. L Historical Scope

The possibility of the existence of pure rotational and vibrational- rotational

transitions in the HD molecule was first discussed by G. C. Wick in 1g35. He

recognized that the HD moiecule should have a weak allowed dipole moment and

made the first theoretical estimate of its strength, 10-4 D for the fundamental

band [15]. G. Herzberg first observed a number of lines in the 2 -0 and 3 - 0

bands, and subsequently in the 3 - 0 and 4 - 0 bands, of the HD spectrum in

1949 and 1950 [11][16], thereby verifying \\¡ick's prediction.

In 1952 T. Y. Wu published a paper in which he extended the perturbation



theory treatment of Wick to the overtones and estimated the ratio of the 4 - 0 to

the 3 - 0 band intensities to be approximatelr'0.27 u'hich proved to be consistent

rvith the more refi.ned data obtained bv Durie and Herzberg in 1960 [17][181.

At about the time of Herzberg's refined experiments, S. l\{. Blinder made the

frrst quantitative calculation of the pure rotational matrix element of the dipoie

moment of HD using perturbation theory [19], obtaining a value of 8.89 x 10-4

D. This calculation rvas improved by Blinder himself one year later by applving a

variational method. Finalll'he arrived at an estimated value of 5.67 x 10-4 D fo¡

the pure rotational matrix element of the allowed dipoic moment of HD, about

70% of the currently accepted vaiue [20].

It is rathe¡ interesting to look back at this research field in 1960s. Five years

after Blinder's calculation, Kolos and Wolniewíez 121] calculated the rotational

matrix element of the allowed dipole moment of HD using a variational calculation

and obtained an estimated value of 1.54 x 10-3 D, about three times as large as

Blinder's value. Two years later, the pure rotational spectra of HD in the density

range of 50-100 amagat was fi.rst experimentaliy investigated by M. Trefler and

H, P. Gush [22]. Not on15' did they find the J dependence of the rotational dipole

moment in the pure rotational band of HD (the magnitude of the dipole moment

increasing with increasing J), but they also found, surprisingly, that the average

value of the rotational matrix element of the allorved dipole moment over R(0) to

R(3) was (5.85 + 0.17) x 10-4 D, in excellent agreement with Blinder's calcula-

tion. At about the same time, Karl investigated the question of the J-dependence

from the theoretical point of view by extending Blinder's calculation and reached



two conclusions: the J-dependence lvas very small and the J-dependence had the

opposite sign to the experimental results [23]. Thus, although the experimental

result of Trefler and Gusir agreed well u'ith Blinder's calculation, it quaiitativel5'

disagreed with the calculation concerning the J-dependence of the transition mo-

menf s.

Tiris dramatic agreement and disagreement, Ìrowever, stimulated nerç inter-

est in the investigation of the HD spectra and resulted in the fruitful period of

the 1970s to 1980s.

From 7972 Lo I97 4, L. R. \4r. Nf cKellar investigated the spect¡um of gaseous

HD at a temperature of 77 K with the densities from l to 60 amagat, and first

reported the quantitative intensities for several lines in the fundamental and over-

tone bands 12+][25)126)127). Furthermore, he found an unexpected feature in the

spectra; the spectral lines \¡/ere symmetric at low densities whiie broad and quite

pronounced asymmetry developed at high densities. The dipole moment elements

for the fundamental and overtone bands reported by l\4cKellar agreed well with

another measurement b¡' Bejar and Gush [28] as well as v'ith the calculation by

Poil and Karl [29]. During the period of 1g75 to ITTT, R. D. G. Prasad and S.

P. Reddy observed the collision-induced infrared absorption in the fundamental

band of pure HD and HD with inert gas mixtures [80][81][92]. They found the

enhancement of the integrated intensity due to interference not onl¡, in the pure

HD spectrum, but also in the spectra of HD with inert gases. After 1g25, the

investigation of the higher overtone bands of HD, such as the 5 - 0 and 6 - 0

bands, became possible. Those bands were observed by McKellar and Oka in



1976 [33], then by F.\4¡. Dalby and J. Vigue in 1979 134], and by \4r. H. Smith

and J. Gelfand in 1980 [35].

In the theoretical rn'ork at that time, on the other hand, Wolniewicz and

Kort'alski reported new calculations for the pure rotational dipole moment ma-

trix elements in 1973 136J. The estimated value rvas reduced to g.2 x 10-a D,

60% of their previous calculation and 160% of Blinder's caicuiation. Two years

later, Wolniervicz published trvo papers [37][38] in u'hicir he shorved the possibilitv

of determining the transition moments by performing an accurate perturbation-

variational calculation in trvo steps, treating the X., and fI., contributions to the

wavefunctions and the transition moments separately. Along with an improved

numerical procedure, he re-calculated the HD dipole moment matrix elements for

the first four rotational lines in the pure rotatioual, fundamental and first three

overtone bands. His results agreed well with the experimental results of McKel-

lar for all the fundamental and overtone bands, but significantly disagreed v'ith

Trefler and Gush's results for the pure rotational band, The nelv estimated vaiue

for the pure rotational band was about 8.38 x 10-4 D, L43% of the experimental

val.ue. This ¿ó 'ini,ti,o value was in excellent agreement with the calculations by

Ford and Browne [39] in 1977 (8.3 x 10-4 D), by D. Bishop and L. Cheung [40]

in 1978 (8.65 x i0-4 D), and a later different approach made by W. R. Thorson,

J. H. Choi and S. K. Knudson [ l][aZ]in i98g (8.44 x 10-a D).

The other important accomplishment at this time was the observation and

the first interpretation of intracolli,sional interference in HD spectrum by Poll,

Tipping, Prasad and Reddy in 1976 [a3]. T]ris new interference phenomenon be-



tween tire allowed and induced dipole noments u'as found to be either constructive

or destructive. The)' fi.rst calculated the contribution of the intracollisional inter-

ference to the absorption coefficient in HD-Kr system. This pioneer r¡'ork marked

the begining of the establishment of the intracollisional interference t}reory for the

HD spectra. Tu'o years later, Tipping, Poll and McKeilar caiculated the effect

of intracollisional interference on the integrated intensitv of lines in the pure ro-

tational and fundamental bands '¡'ithin the approximation that the transiational

and ¡otational states of a collision pair do not mix [44]. They found that the

intracollisional interference in pure HD was destructive and that the discrepancy

between tireoretical and experimental pure rotational dipole mornent matrix el-

ements for HD couid be interpreted in terms of sucir an interference. With the

important papers published by R. l\{. Herman [a5] and by Herman, Tipping and

PoIl [a6] in 1979, the theory, within the classical path impact formalism and re-

flecting the interplay between the allowed dipole and induced dipole in binary

collisions, was basically formed.

With the development of the th.eory, considerable confirmation of the intra-

coliisional interference in HD followed. The first detailed experimental investiga-

tion of interference effects for the pure rotationai spectra of HD, and of HD with

inert gases was performed by Nelson and Tabisz in 1982 [47][48]. The¡'found that

the asymmetry in those lines was small while the dependence of the integrated

intensity on perturber density was significant. Rich and McKellar observed the

fundamental spectra of HD and HD-x (X:He, Ne, Ar) at TT K in lgSB [ag]

and then McKellar, Johns, I\4ajewski and Rich observed pure rotational spectra



of HD and HD-Ne at 77 K in 1984 [50]; Essenwenger and Gush investigated the

pure rotational spectral lines R(3)-R(6) at room temperature in 1984 [51]. They

generaliy agreed with others on the dipole moment matrix eiement but disagreed

on the interference parameters.

in 1985. Tabisz and Nelson published a paper in u'hich the contributions

to the intracolLisional interference from the rotational-level mixing were consid-

ered and formulated [52]. As a supplement to the theory developed by Herman,

Tipping and Poll, it significantly improved the agreernent between the calculated

and experimental results on the interference parameter for R(0) 152][53]. This

effect was further confrrmed by extensive studies of the pure rotational spectra

of HD and HD-X (X:H2, He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, N2) at room temperature by

Drakopoulos and Tabisz in 1987 [54][55]. About a year earlier, in 1g86, McKellar

investigated the pure rotational spectrum of HD at room temperature [56]. Again,

these two experiments agreed quite rvell on the dipole moment matrix element

but agreed less on some line shape parameters, and the interferellce parameters.

Morever, the discrepancy betrveen the theoretical and experimental values of the

dipole moment matrix element, and, especiaily, of the interference parameters .was

obvious.

In the mean time, the spectrum of solid IID had been first observed by

Crane and Gush in 1966 [s7] and then by Trefl.er, Cappel and Gush in 1g69

[58] In 1987, Tipping and Poll gave a detailed theoretical analysis of the pure

rotational R(0) transition in solid HD [59]. The calculation was in the framework

of the above intracollision theory using ab i,ni,tio values. The result showed a



dramatic disagreement between the theoretical value of the integrated intensity

of R(0) and the experimental value obtained b1' Trefler el a/, (I.6 cm-z versus

0.37 cm-z). I\'Iore dramatically, one year later, two independent experiments

were carried out by ]\,IcKellar and Clouter [60] and b)'S.Y. Lee, S. Lee, J.

Gains, Tipping and PoIl [61]. TIte experirnental results for the R(0) intensity

u'ere (1.71+0.15)crn-z a:nd (1.68+0.05)"rn-' respectively, in excellent agreement

with each otirer, and t'ith the theoreticall¡' predicted value of Tipping and Poll.

This suggested that, at least for the relativel)' simpler svstem of solid HD, tire

basic mechanism fo¡ intracollisional interference could be well described by the

theory [53]. Nevertheless the questions concerning gaseous HD remained.

This surve)' concludes at 1987 when the present study started. There were

several excellent reviews on this topic by Tipping and Poll [6] in 1985, by Poll[62]

in 1986 and by Tabisz l1] in 1990. Interested readers sliould consult these refer-

ences.

L.2 The Problerns

It is ciear, as described in the previous section, that although there has

been considerable progress achieved both in the experimental and theoretical

investigation in HD spectrum, this research field is stiil far from exhausted.

For the pure rotational spectrum of HD, experimental data only at room

temperature, very few at 77 K, are available. Furtheilrrore, even for the existing

experimental data, the discrepancies remain significantly large between different

experiments [63].



The intracollisional interference theory developed by Herman, Tipping and

Poll can predict an accurate interference strength of pure rotational line of solid

HD, a relatively simple systern in which the molecules are fined in the lattices.

But the theorl'does not do so well for the systems of gaseous HD, in which the

molecule has more freedom of motion and the intermolecular interaction is uruch

more complicated than that of solid HD.

Therefore, the interference mechanism for gaseous HD is not as clear. What

is needed, is a s¡'stematic investigation of the pure rotational spectral lines at

different temperatures, to provide more information reflecting the intermolecular

interaction in HD, or between HD and otirer molecules.

This study experimentally investigated the pure rotational absorption spec-

tra of pure HD, and HD witir foreign gases at 77 K, I95K and 296K . Theoretical

calculations were performed according to the existing theory to compare with the

experimental results. It is thus an attempt to fulfil the need.

The organization of the thesis is as foilows. In chapter 2, a review of the

relevant theory is given. The concepts of the intracollision interference theory

and its development are introduced and discussed. Details of the experiment and

data analysis are presented, respectively, in chapter 3 and chapter 4. In chapter

5, the interference parameters are calculated based on the theory developed by

Herman, Tipping and PoII, and by Tabisz and Nelson as well; the line broadening

is calcuiated following a semiclassical theory developed by Robert and Bonamy.

Chapter 6 centres on a comparison and discussion of experimental results and

theoretical calculations. The thesis ends with a brief summary in chapter 7,



Chapter 2

THÐOR,ET'TCAt
tsACKGR,OUNÐ

As was discussed in chapter one, the deveiopment of the research in H D

spectrum centres on the allowed dipoie moment, the collision-induced dipole mo-

ment and the interference between them. In this chapter, we will first describe

the quantum approaches to the dipole moments of. H D in a conceptuai way, and

then will focus on the discussion of tire intracollisional interference based on the

existirrg theory. The chapte¡ will conclude with a very brief introduction of a new

development of the theory [64].

2.L The Allowed Dipole Moment of I{D

Since the first calculation of the allowed dipole moment matrix element

of. HD by Wickin 1935, the numerical techniques and the approximations have

been improved in various ways. Among those calculations, there are, basically,

trvo different quantum mechanical approches. One is the ind'irect approach, i.e.,

a nonadiabatic coupling approach, and another is the di,rect approach, i.e., a

10



canonical transformation approach [a1][a2].

2.1.7 Nonadiabatic Coupling Approach

Tiris is tÌre most commorì approach used in the calculations of the allowed

dipole moment ol HD. The Born-Oppenheimer approxirnation is applied, at an

early stage in soiving the Schrödinger equation, to obtain adiabatic wavefunctions,

and then the nonadiabatic correction in the kinetic energr¡ part of Hamiltonian is

made; the result is the existence of non-vanishing transition mornents.

Tlre Born-Oppenheimer approximation is good for the case of HD due to

the srnaliness of the eiectron nass u'ith respect to the mass of nuclei. Within

the limits of the approximation, the centre of mass rnotion between electrons and

nuclei is separated, and the Schrödinger equation is rv¡itten as [05]166]

Hv(iiã¡ : øviÌ; ñ.)

represent the electronic coordinates and

The Hamiltonian,

R

(2.1)

denotes the inter-where X : (I,2)

nuclei coordinates.

H: Ho* H,,

wlrere äo is tlie clamped nuclei Hamiltonian,

(2.2)

(2 3)

The second part of the

rr ¡zHo:-zrrF?+v;) +v'

Here r¿ is the electron mass, and Iz'is the total potential.

11



Hamiltonian, H' , is the perturbation describing the kinetic energy of the relative

motion of the c. m. (centre of mass) of the nuclei to the c. m. of the whole system

[65j, and the coupling betr'veen the electronic and the nuclear motions 166],

H':Hl-HL+H's (2 4)

u'ith

Hl: -#,",*V,),,

H; : -fto'*,

Htr: -ft"".(V,+y,)

(2 5)

(2 6)

(2 7)

llere pa is the reduced mass of nuclei and p,- is the mass asymmetry,

It[t r Mp
lt+ :

p-:

MÀ[n )

M¡ - A[a
IvhAh

(2.8)

(2 e)

The corresponding eigenvalue equation of. Ho is well known and is given by

Hoó^¡(i; ñ) : a.(a)d,o(,Ì;ã) (2 10)

In the absence of external fields, E depend only on the magnitude of Æ, while

/.¡ describe the motion of the electrons in the field of two nuclei which are not

T2



Figure 2.1: The fixed space coordinate and the c.m. coordinate of molecule lfD.

sphericail5'symmetric, and so depend on botir .i arrd A IO¡].

To separate the rotational motion, \\'e follou'Kolos and \4¡olniewicz [60l[6i].

In the c.m. coordinates, there are common orthonormal eigenfunctions for the

square of the anguìar momentum Æ of the system, for the component of È in
the direction of a fixed axis Z' , and for tire cornponent of the electronic a¡gular

rnomentunt / in the direction of Z, i.e. along the inte¡nuclear axis ã. lf {ì¡pt¡

denotes this eigenfunction, then the total rvavefunction in Equation 2.1 may be

written in the form

gn Çltmt, (2. i1)

of particles. Since

2.1 is not diagonal

off-diagonal terms

7

rú- \-
lx=-J

t'here the functions p¡¡ depend only on the relati'e position

L2 d.oes not commute u'ith H', tlte Hamiltonian in Equation

in this representation. In the adiabatic approximation, those

13



of Hamiltonian are neglected. Therefore the approximate

a.diabatic wavefunction) can be written in the form [6]

total wave function,

(2 13)

and becomes

(2.15)

ü-aD = l(2-t + 7)f 4trtrl29r¡,rtrón¡Xntu¡ (2.r2)

These adiabatic r,r-avefunctions rvill be used as a basis set for the calculations

of nonadiabatic corrections. For convienence, rve follou' Tipping and Polt [6],

defining

lnLalA,t) - tþAD

In a constant electric field E, The Hamiltonian has an extra term

H:Ho+H'-F.8, (2.r4)

where p is the ailowed electric dipole moment operator of the molecule and defined

by [te]
ôH

It,: - Itm -
E.+o dE

It is well known that applying the perturbation theory, \rye can write the eneïgy

of the molecular system to the second order based on the adiabatic wavefunction.

By applyirig Equation 2.i5 to the energy of the molecular system, we finally have

, (n¿ Ìt;u ¿ J ; M ;l H' ln' Ìyt u' J' L[' ) (n' ly' u' J' M' 
I F,ln ¡ ly ¡u ¡ J ¡ M ¡)

En,¡,u,¡,¡¡,7, - E¿

14



+ Ð 
t (niLiu¿J;I[il/lnt LIutJt A[t)(nt Ltut I ltl'lH',ln¡lt¡u¡J¡lvI¡l 

.

nt|tutJt\Ít -ÚntLta'tJtIVIt - IJJ

(2 16)

For tlre pure rotational band or roto-r'ibrational band of HD,the initial and final

state are all in the ground electronic state, i.e., n and.4. are zero [6j,

(i.i¡.1r)

:Ð
utJt Mt

+Ð
utJta[t

\00a ; J ¿ AI ;l H' ln' Ìt' a' J' Il[' ) (n' ly' u' J' A,[' 
I Fl00u ¡ J ¡ A,I ¡)

En,¡,u,¡,¡¡, - fl¿

(00u ¿ J ; Ilúl F,ln' L' u' J' A[' ) (n' /y' u' J' ht' 
I 
H' l00u ¡ J t A,t ¡)

En,¡,u,¡,¡4, - E¡
(2.17)

The nonzero electric dipole moment requires the nonzero matrix elements in the

two summations of Equation2.l7. The ground electronic state of HD is XlXf ,

with even inversion symmetry. Thus, for the nonzero F¿¡,it requires that the in-

te¡mediate states must be ungerade, i.e., with odd inversion symmetry. It follows

tlrat all terms itt H' with even inversion symmetry will vanish in Equation 2.IT

leaving the asymmetr¡'term Hi. It is this nonadiabatic perturbation term rvhich

is responsible to the occurance of electric dipole moment of H D. It remains to

construct suitable adiabatic wavefunction as a basis set and to find an efficient

numerical procedure.

This approach, starting with the Born-Oppenheinr.e¡ approximation and

ending with the break-down of the Born-Oppenheimer approxirnation, i,ndi,rectly

obtains the dipole moment. On the contrary, as we shall see below, Thorson, Choi

15



and Kundsor- di,rectly obtained the nonzero dipole matrix element fot H D by the

canon'ical transformations associated rvith the Born-Oppenheimer approximation

without considering the nonadiabatic perturbation [a1][a2j.

2.L.2 Canonical Tbansformation Approach

Tlre principle of this approach is to find a coord'inate system such that the

electrical asynrnetry and the resulting dipole moment arise as purel¡, electronic

properties u'ithin a suitable Born-Oppenheimer approdmation and the nonadi-

abatic perturbations play no role, i.e., in such coordinate system the electrical

asymmetry aPpears directiy in the electronic Hamiltonian through the potential

and the nonadiabatic couplings depending onl5'on the nl.ass asytnmetry parameter

vanish exactly. To do that, a series of canonical transformations are performed.

Instead of the detailed formalism, we follow Tirorson et aI l47l[a2] and simply list

the transformations step by step.

First, let us consider an H D molecule in a space fixed coordinate system,

wlrere electrons are described by.l (i:t, 2), and nuclei are described by ñ1 çi:a,
B). Tlre masses of electron and nuclei are denoted by rns and M¡, x[B (MA , 1t[n)

respectively.

L. Relatiue coordinates.

The coordinate system and related quantities are defined as follows,

tz

R

4 - ñ2, (i: r,2),

ñ'" - ñ\,

(2.18)

(2.1e)

16



ão Moí}o + a,l"fio"-"c Mt * IvIn

A,IAA.[B

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2 22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2 26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

p:

TlLl

)-

A,It * A[a'

rno(Alt -¡ Iu[n)

M.q*ll[p!rns'
A[t - Ma
MA + MB,

and tlre geometric centre

and

electron coord'inates

1*
l¿ : ,'; - ;À8, (i : 7,2).

2

Let P; (z:1, 2) and P¿ represent canonical mornenta conjugate to r'; and ,Ë.

Then the kinetic energy of relative motion and the electrostatic potential energy

are given by

F? + F; F,.F,
2rn, A,I,q * Il[p

Il : V(û,ír R).

2. Syrnmetric and antisymmetric electron coordinates.

These coordinates are defined b¡'

+ r-)lJl,

- í)lú,
s* : (r-,

i:(i,

77



TfL2 :
mo(M¡ + A[B)

M.q*I'In+Zrno

Transforrning to this coordinate svstem, the kineiic and

(2.2e)

potential energ]¡ become

and so their conjugate momenta become

Now the T and 1/ are in the form

_F:' 2rn,

1r :7t(Ë,i; ñ),

Jrn2i,

JpR,

P"l\ffi,

F"lJt"

1-

;ei+P'")-fifzmo,
v!,i; É).

fiz
r't

ZTnO

Ãz
m r-F.

¿p
(2.30 )

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

and

n'Ìrere P, and P¿ are the canonical momenta conjugate to s- and ú-respectiveiy

3. Mass-scaled coor dinates.

In these coordinates.

R:

D

DtR

rn
f-

V:

18



4. New coordinates.

The transformation to the /y'er¿' coordina,tes is made b5' performing a rotation

as follor¡'s.

Thus, with their canonicai momenta P4 and !-^, the kinetic and potential energy

are rvritten

rvith

and

{ : A cos ø6 { .s'sin øe,

1 : -¡: sln øo ì_ s cos 06,

tan os : 
^(f)','

I -n 1,r : ,tE; + zíl * F! ¡z*o,

v : v(i,i,ü.

5. Heauy-part'icle and symmetric electron coordinates.

These are defined by

i : Vt".os oo)i,

- ,S€CO6,-?:( _)rl{mz -

(2.40)

(2.38)

(2 3e)

(2.4r)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

19



with their conjugate momenta,

Nlaking use of the definitions in

obtain the relationships

(r/¡,t cos oo)4,,

Wrnr ros oo)P'^.

tlte N etu coordinates and

(2 45)

(2 46)

Equation 2.24, u,e

D2 D2t€ , tn

tt.ot, oo - 2*r r"", 
"o

v(i, i,ü.

q-

(2.4i)

(2 48)

(2.4e)

(2.50)

(2.51)

and

t- Pt-Pz

The kinetic and potential energy are noul given by

J2

rr¡
f-

v'=

õz
-t 'flô,

ZT|Lo

6. Electron and heaay part'icle coordinates

These coordinates are based on the geometric centre electron coordinate

and the h'eaug particle coordinate mentioned in sections 1 and b

pl: (í - ÐlJi,

20
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and

ûr:(rÍ+ÐlJ, (2.53)

With the conjugate momenta of electrons, fr aud r], lhe eæact relative kinetic

and potential energy are expressed by

õ222t22==
ry¡ t€ , ,,1Ttt2 

-trl 
ttzr : ¿T--#, (2.i,4)- 2P' ' 2m' 4P. 1

v : r4@r, ir;(), (2.55)

where

lt' : lt cos2 06, (2.56 )

and

¡n' : mo(I * rnsl4p)-1 . (2.57)

Thus, tlre canonical transformations are completed in the coordinates (p'r,ir;i)

We now discuss the Hamiltonian applying the Born-Oppenheimer separation in

the usual rvay. The elect¡onic Hamiltonian is given by

4t,+a

H _7rl-i71, _T7.7r2 , rrr4ñ: 2nt *T+I\Gr,iz;Ð. (2.58)

The potential I/ in the (p'r, p'r;ã) coordinates has the form

I/(îr,iz;ñ,) : -e2)_- f=l-=+ --1:I+ "' - +"' I

¿a¿'F;+Ãi 
+ 

¡¡, -El)+ F, - lrt+ ã' (2'5e)
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i'rÌote that in this expression I,'is invariant under the inversion f¿ - -io. To

transform I/(ir, ìr; É¡ Lo 1,/ç(i1, ir; i), we use the the relationship

R : I€ - :(:@, + pr)lcos2 ø¡Lr 2' ¡L' '

: fr - a'(Þ', -t Fz),

rvhere

(2 60)

(2 61)

(2.62)

€; : i"or, oo,

7 . Àrn.o¡ : -;(:)cos2os
¿11

The explicit form of I/6 is now written as

I4Ø', ìr; ñ) : -"' Ð ( _
;=t,z lp; * iei - + ir)l

-LI

lî,-;¿,+TG,
e2

_l_ _ _Llr* I

lh - pzl

)
TG'
e2

+ iz)l'

(2.63)
l{i-oo(pi +iùl

Now that because of the coupling of {wittr i;, Ii(ir,Fr;() does not have

D-¿ slmmetry with respect to the iaxis any more. It means that I/e is the sum of

a symmetric part V¿" and an asymmetric part L'¿o, whicir further implies that in the

neu coordinate system the two nuclei appear electri,callg different. Conseqently

a permanent electric dipole mornent rvould d'irectlg arise in the usual way as for

the polar molecule, and fo¡ the ground electronic state it could be computed with

a pureiy electronic basis set. Indeed, the calcuiation by Thorson et aI. was in
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Table 2.1: The theoretical calculations of the matrix elements of the allowed
dipole moment transitions of HD (I}-adebye), in the direction H+D-.

(Jlpo lJ + i)
Reference Year

J:0 J:7 J:2 J:3

14; olnieu¡icz" 1976 8.36 8.38 8.39 8.4i

Ford and Brotuneb ITTT 8.gi E.BO g.2g g.26

Bishop and Cheung" 1978 8.65

Tlrorson et ald 1gB5 8.463 g.455 9.440 g.420

a: Reference [38].

b: Reference [39].

c: Reference [401.

d: Referen ce 1421.

excellent agreement with the nonadiabatic calculation by Ford and Browne. The

published theoretical calculations of the two different approaches are collected in

Table 2.1.2.
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2.2 Collision-Induced Dipole Mornent

The induced dipole moment of a collision pair, such as HD - X, con-

tains an isotropic part directed along tiie intermolecular axis, and an anisotropic

part r,r'hich can have any orientation [65]. The mechanisms which generate the

induced dipole are clearly related to the interaction terrns in the intermolec-

ular potential: multipolar induction. dispersion interaction and electronic ex-

change [1][68][69][70]. Thus, in general, for the collision pair of HD and a. linear

molecule. the induced dipcle moment is a function of the internuclear separations

fi = (r1,õt), r', = (rr,oj2) and the separation between the c.m. of tire two inter-

acting molecules, ã : 14, Si¡. The total dipole moment of the collision pair is

given by faa]

F.(rr,rr, ñ) : pr(;r) + ur(Fz) + t"'(ír,Fz, ñ), e.64)

wlrere þt and pz are the allowed dipole moments of molecule 1 and 2, and ¡tI is

the induced dipole moment. The total dipoie moment is defined in the limit of

adiabatic approximation [44],

F(r'r,Fr,E¡ : qvf l|,lv:o), (2.65)

u'hele ViD is the eiectronic part of the adiabatic eigenfunction of the collision

pair. Then the induced dipole moment matrix elements are calculated with the

adiabatic nuclear wave functions with the assumption that the rotational and

t¡anslational motions of nuclei are separated compleiely [44]. The most efficient

way of characterizing the induced dipole moment is to expand tÌre angular depen-
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dence in terms of a complete set of eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum

[6] [62], i.e.,

F,(FI, ír, ñ) : o#:^,,Ð,,n .4n ( À, À2 L ; r 1, r 2, R)V \l' 
x' L;tt) (ür, õr, d), ( 2. 66)

- (4n\312
p,(ù,ír, R) : +- t .{,r(À, )2L;r1,r2, R)

v ó Àr,)2,¿,¡,

xlC(/rLL; p,, - ¡t)C(À1Àrt\; pr, tt - þt)
14l!

x )i,,¡,, (õr)\'n,r- u, (i,z)YL,,_ p(ñ) . (2.67)

Here u : 0, t1 is the index of the spherical component related to the Cartesia¡

components according lo lto = lrz, and ¡.c¡1 : T(p, +ipòlr/2, the C's are

the Clebsch-Gorden coefrcients 171] and the l''s are spherícal ha¡monics. The

real expansion coeffi.cients ,4¡(ÀrÀrL;r7tr2¡Ë), witir the same dimension of p,,

are thus the components of the pair dipole moment and provide an invariant

classification of the induction effects in terms of parameters À1 , Àr, L and Â [22].

Tlrere are a few restrictions on these parameters concerning the parity of ¡t, and

tlre well known triangle relations of the C's 173)17al:

)r -l- Àz -F tr --+ odd, A(L, L,l) and A(Àr, Àr, Â). (2.68)

In addition, for homonuclear diatomic molecules llke H2, only ) even can occur.
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The allorved dipoie moment of molecule 1 can be expressed in the form of

Equation 2.67 with the only argument rr. By the substituting of -4,: 1, À1 : l
and À2 : L :0, one has [62]

t lþ,, : Æo,(1oo; 
r1)\'1,,(ut1). (2 6e)

Note that the intracollisional interference occurs only if the induced dipole com-

ponent has the same symmetrl' as that of allowed dipole moment, i.e. 
^ 

-
1, Àt :1and )2 : L:0. Conventionally, tlie induced dipole component

A¡(\À2L; rr,12, Ã) is named b¡' referring to the dipole associa,ted with the isotropic

or anisotropic part of the polarizabilit¡' o1the collision partner. As weil, tlie sym-

rnetry depends on tire parameters Á., )1, À2 and tr. Thus,,4s(001; rr¡rztÃ) is tlie

i'sotropic ouerlap induced dipole and A2(20r;11,r2,Ã) is the ani,sotropi,c ouerlap

induced dipole, etc. For details of L coefficients in the standard representation

for multipolar induction, we refer the reader to Reference [6].

In the case of H D, the electronic distribution is the same as that of f/2. They

have the same adiabatic wavefunction for the electronic part of the Hamiltonian.

The only difference is that in HD, the c. m. (the centre of mass) of the molecule

is shified by d reiative to the c. c. (the centre of the static charge of the molecule)

due to the different mass of atom H and D, as shown in Figure 2.2. Thus the

induced dipole component s for H2 systems are suitable for the systems of H D

with a coordinate transformation, i.e.

pIo-x (rr,rz, R) = pyr-x þr jrzj s) j

26
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Figure 2.2: Orienta.tion ol. HD - HD.
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with

c-- õD:.^+(ù-dr).

Appi¡'ing the standard coordinate transformation to the

one lras l/,5ì

(2.71)

first order in (dl - ir),

pl'-* (r,r,rr, Ã) = lr + (4 - i; v 
^) 

pl,-, (r1,r2, R). (2.72)

tTnder a sirniiar transformation, though the calculations are complicated [711, one

can teu'rite the second terrn of Equation 2.72 trL the same form as in the standard

representation l6]

A^(I^,L * 1;rt,T'2, R) : dllo: A^(^rÀrL;17¡12tA)](-t¡r+r-t

x[(2À1 + 1X2^ + 1)(2L+ 1X2À + r)]å6:11¡1i; 00)

xC(ItL + 1;00)r4r (1¿.4,Àr; \À)W(L + 7IÀÂ; 11)

(2.73)

and

A^(^JL * ..[;rt,rz, R) : drlo: A^(^rÀzL;rrtrztE)](-t¡z+.,t-t

x [(2À2 + 1X2^ + L)(21+ 1X2À + r)]å6111¡2l;00)

xC(ILL + t;00)W(1¿.4.À1; ÀrÀ)W(L * 1LÀtr;rr),

(2.74)
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rvith

o: I--I-ì
dldR- LIR
dldR+(L+r)lR

+1

-1.
Q.7r))

Obvioush', for HD - atorn system,

dz:0 (2.76)

and

d1 : r.f 6, (2.77)

wlrere r" is the equilibrium separation of the nucleis of. H D . Meyer et a.l. calculated.

ab ini,tio induced dipole components for H2 - X systerns b5, using self-consistent

(SCF)' configuration interaction (CI) and coupled electron pair approximation

(CEPA). They also caiculated induced dipole components for HD - X systems

by a coordinate transformation including high order terms 169]t76][77]. Their

results rvill be used in our calculations in chapter 5.

2,3 trntracollisional interference

2.3.L Impact Theory

The existing theories regarding line shape, inciuding the theory developed

by Herman, Tipping and Poll for H D, are essentiaily within tlie limits of the

impact theory. There are two important approximations, irnpact approxima-

tion and the classical path approximation [78][79]. The impact approximation

assumes that the du¡ation of coilision is much smaller, and so is negtigible, corn-
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pared to the time between collisions. \4¡ithin this limit, only the final changes

produced by the coliision are taken into account, while the direct influelce of tlie

happenings during the collision on the spectra is entirei5'ignored [41. It leads to

tu'o sub-assumptions; onl¡' binary collisions are of importance, and the binarv

collisions are statisticaliS' independent.

The impact approximation requires, in the spectroscopy, that for the fre-

quencies of absorption or emission of our interests, the detuning from resoltance

is small compared u'ith the inverse of a collision duration [80], i.e..

ar¿ çq 1, (2.78)

wlrere A is the detuiring anà r¿ is the duration of collision. In the case of HD,

for the pure rotational band and up to 100 amagat of density(Table 4.g),

a < 7010 H z. (2.79)

The duration r¿ is usually of order 10-12 - 10-14 sec lB1][64]. Therefore,

Lr¿- 10-2-10-4, (2.80)

is suitabie for the impact approximation in the range of our study.

The classical patir approximation assumes that the translational motion of

molecule can be treated as that for a classical particle without significant error

[4]. It permits the density matrix of the collision pair to be written as a product

of absorber and perturber density matrices; therefore, the correlation function
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can be written as the sum over all substates of the Boltzmann ensemble average

of the correlation of the absorber density matrices 146].

The impact and classical path approximations are both applied in the theorS,

developed b1' Herman, Tipping and Poll [461.

2.3.2 interference between the Collision Pair

The picture of the system is the fottorving [46]. The absorbing molecule

is immersed in a batli of perturbers. Only the molecule, referred to as absorb-

ing rnoiecule, can absorb radiation. The others are all referred to as perturber

molecules in a total number of I\.

The total dipole moment operator of tire s¡'stem is defined by

FU): eiiltlhFe-;Ht/h , (2.81)

and

Fþ): F"þ) +ÐFI(¡4 ,
j

(2.82)

where Fo í" the aliowed dipole moment operator of the absorber, ar.d i,I, is the

induced dipole moment operator in a binary collision between absorber and per-

turber. The dipole moment cor¡elation function is defined as the ensemble average

of the product of the time correlated dipole moments,

C(t):q /i(0) . ¡,(t) >" " . (2.83)

Witlr the substitution of Equation 2.82 in Equation 2.83, the correlation function
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can be u'ritten in the form

with

C(t) : C'44(t) + co'(t) + cIAçt¡ + c{I 1t) + clI (t), (2 84)

c""(t)

c"'(t)

c'"(t)

cl'u)

CI'U)

¡/

1/

N

¡¡z

F.o(o) . ¡,A(t) >".",

< /;'(o) . ¡,1(t) >..",

< /7'(o) . pA(t) >..",

< /7t(o) . F'(t) >"^,,

. ø!,(o) - pIuþ) >".",

(2 85)

(2 86)

(2 8i)

(2 88)

(2.8e )

where j and k refer to different perturbers.

Tlre first term CAA(ú) represents the allowed-allowed dipole contributions.

The strength of this term obviousl¡' depends on the number density of the ab-

sorber.

The second and third term, Co'(t) and CIA(t), are the contributions from

aliowed-induced dipoles. These are the terms representing the intracollisional

interference between allowed dipole moment and the coilision-induced dipole mo-

nent produced by a binary collision of absorber and perturber, and hence the

strength depends on both the number densities of absorber and perturber molecules.

We have to keep in mind that such interference could occur only if the allowed

dipoie moment and induced dipole moments have the same symmetry. In the

standard representation, as was described in previous sections, only the induced

9.)
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dipole component rvith the symmetry of ,41(100; 11,r2R) can interfere rvith the

allowed dipoìe.

The fourth ternt, C{'(t) refers to the correlation of an induced dipole mo-

ment produced by a binarS' collision of absorber and perturber with itself at a

later time. For a singie binart' collision tire correl.ation betu'een y'I(0) and ¡7l(t)

extends only over the duration 7d, ïesulting in a very broad spectrum with a typ-

ical rvidth ,L.u * r;1,i.e. of order 100 cnz-l at normal condition [62]. Due to this

reason, rve will not discuss this term further in this thesis.

The last term, C{'(t), describes the absorption due to the induced dipoles

created by two binary collisions of the absorber with perturbers j and k. Usual-

ly tlris term is referred lo as intercollisi,onal 'interference presenting the narrow

features as a sharp dip at the transition frequency in the spectra of. H2, which

was first discussed by J. C. Lewis and J. Van Kranendonk in 1g72 [82]. But

in the case of H D, lhrs interference behaves entirely differently. The induced

dipole component of ,41(100; rrtrztß), rvith L :0, nolr is a scalar function in the

translational variable -Ë, rather than the L : 7 component in the case of f12 which

is a. uector. Herman named this interference) scalør colli.sional'interference [83].

The scalar collisional interference is always constructive, and such constructive

interference can always happen between the dipoles induced by absorber in any

two subsequent coliisions rvith perturbers j and k. The cor¡elation function then

extends over arbitrarily long time and results in sharp spectral lines [62][83]. Since

these binar¡' collisions involve two perturber molecules, the strength of this term

depends on the number density of the absorber and the density squared of the
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perturber.

2.3.3 Spectral Profile

In the spectrum. the absorption coefficient per unit wavenumbe¡ at fre-

quency c.,, is given by

Y : eANo(l#)1l - exp(- rle,lkr)lóþ,), ( 2. e0)

rvhere p¡ is the density of absorber, ffo is Loschmidt's number, and @(r.,') is tire

spectral line shape function or spectral density function defined by a Fourier

transformation of the correlation function f 541,

ó(,): **qlr* e-¿.tC(t) dt). (2.e 1 )

From the additive property of the Fourier transformation, the total contribution

to the spectral density function, and therefore to the absorption coefficient, will be

the sum of the contributions from the different terms in tÌre correlation function,

as \¡¡as discussed in the previous section. Within the impact and classical path

approximation the fi.rst term, Coo(t) may be expressed as [a6]

< F"Q) . F"Q) < Ff¡@' FîuQ) >r, (2.e2)

where P¿; is the density matrix of absorber, i and / denote the substates associated

with in'itia,l and f i,nal energ¡' ievels respectively and ( .. . )r is the Boltzmann

ensemble average over the translational motion. To consider tliis term with the

)".": Ð Pu
:+
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effects associated rvith the tirne average of the dipole operator magnitude itself,

which is modulated by the collision strength. the above expression maJ¡ be re-

written as f83]

< F,o(0) ' Fo(t) ).n": Ð p,n < l7f,p1 . pî,tÐ! >7 ¿u,t|-ro¡t
;,i

(2.e3)

Here of is the unshifted frequenc5' centre of the resonance line, and

16:1f 2 -, i6, (2.e4)

rvhere 7 is the full widtir at half intensity (FWHNÍ ) and á represents the line shift

with respect to ø$. For the isoiated pure rotational lines, the Fourier transform

of Equation 2.93 gives a pressure broadened Lorentzian contour

óoo (r) : (J + r)?B(J)(Jlp.AlJ + t)2 t l2n
( 2. e5)

012)'*(u-us)2'

where J is the rotational quantum number, uo : u3 - á is tlie shifted frequency

peak and P"(J) is the Boltzmann factor norma"lized according to

Ð(zt+l)PB(J) :1. (2.e6)
J

This is obviously a symmetric line shape u'ith ? as F\4¡HM, and the shifted peak

frequency øs.

Now let us consider the intracollisional interference terms Cot (t) and CIA(t).
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In analogy with tlie calculation of,CAA(I), the term Cot(t) may be written by

In order to interpret the dispersion line sha,pe observed in the fuldamental band

of HD [25]. Herman et al. introduced a d,ipole wezghted phase factorA to describe,

pirenomenologicall¡' 162] the phase shift prociuced during the dipole induction itself

[46][83],

< ø'(0) . F'Q) )en": Ð po, < lt"f,(o) . p,¡r(t)l ;,, 
"('.[i-ro)ii,l

Pt¡, : I PîrL

: Ittîr(L'+iL"),

A- < ¿f lP[R(t))u¿(r")u](r.)Vf >
< P(R) >,

P(R) : pl'@)lpfn.

(2 e7)

(2 e8)

(2.100)

(2.101)

where

I_ ff tí' I{ pln@)g@)a'"¡"e ¿n ¿ó ¿e

pf, (2.ee)

Here g(Æ) is the pair correlation function. The phase factor A, according to

Herrnan et aI., can also be expressed in terms of an average over single collisions

in the so-called double space or line space [46][84]

where
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With the introduction of the

< po(o).ÌJ(Ð ).n,:Ðp,
i,f

complex phase factor A, Equation 2.97 becomes

< lp*Q) ' pî;(t)I(L' + ia,"¡l >r eu'[i-r.')r. (2.102)

and the corresponding Fourier transform gives the spectral densit¡' function as a

sum of Lorentzian contour and a. dispersion part,

óo'(,): (J +r)pB(J)(Jlt'ol¡ + 1),/[ L.'1'f 2r L"(, -.o)ln l
Ã\n -l'012)' 1- (u - us)z (y l2)' * (u - us)z

(2.103)

It can be seen in Equation2.702 that the C'"(t) term has the same contribution

to the spectral density function as that of CAI(t).

The intercollisional interference term, Cl'(t), can be treated in the same

manner. With the phase factor A, the correlation function is then in the form

cl, : Ð puu < l¡fiço¡ . F.f,çt¡trçx, + ia,,,¡rl >, s(r,8-ro)ú
.,J

(2 r04)

and its contribution to the spectral density function is given by

ó['(,) : + t)PB(J)(JlpolJ

(a^'2 - L"z)lf2tr
012)'* (ø - us)2

(2.105)

Therefore, for a system with p¿No absorber and p//¡ perturber molecules (po <
p), wiih all of the above contributions taken into account, the total absorption

+

I-T'

(r

xI

T), I,
2A,'A,"(u - uo)f ¡r 

,

h l2)'+ (, - ,o),'
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coefficient is obtained in the form

"(r) 
A*2

; : ptNo(*rltt +1)P(/)(Jlp"lJ+t)'z

x{[1 + ZpNsL.'I + p'zN](trz - 5tt2)I"t------1-l?I-
012)'*(u-us)z

-(pNoL,"I - p2NIA',"t'¡rffiffi¡\ ,

(2.106)

u.ith

P(J) : PB(J)[I -eæp(-tt'wlkT))

Since the dispersion part is odd symmetric with respect to ø, this part wili not

contribute to the integrated absorption coeffi.cient,

l*#^ : p¿,No(#rt' + 1)P(/)( tl¡tAlt + r)'z

x[1 * 2pNsA,'I + p,N](Xtz - L'2)J21. Q.107)

2.4 Rotational-level Mixing

As was mentioned in earlier sections, the basis set for the calculation of

the induced dipole moment components is the nuclear wavefunction with the as-

sumption that the rotational and translational motions are sepaïated completely,

i.e., the mixing of the rotational and translational states is ignored. The possible

significance of the rotationai-level mixing is however well understood [44].

In the case of H2 - i{2, the intermolecular potential is almost spherical
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rvitlr a negligible anisotropic quadrupole-quadrople interaction term. But in the

H D - fID system. the intermolecule potential has an additional anisotropic term

due to the shift of the c.m. rvith respect to the c.c. as described in Figure 2.2,

lrnp(R) : l1 + d. Vnlt,'H" (Ã)

: I/ur(R) * I/.-¿""(R,0). (2 108)

Here d is tire angle between I and intermolecular distan r. ñ., as shorvn in the

figure. When this anisotropic potential term is taken into account in the Harnil-

tonian, the mixing of rotational states ensues [521.

Tabisz and Nelson derived the expression of the rotational-ievel mixing for

the pure rotational band in 1985 [52]. The calculation was performed assuming

that the quantum numbe¡s of the translational states do not change in the mixing

process. The mixing v¡as calculated for a fixed intermolecular separation and then

\vas averaged over the separation Ã. The total anisotropic potential was rvritten

AS

Iit(R,0) : Vqre" i V. ;"o(R,0), (2.10e)

where I/ere, denotes the quadrupole-quadrupole tetm. The rotational wavefunc-

tions then u/ere corrected as follorvs,

Q¡u:ó¡tt* Ð 
t

Jt,,Mil

(J'M'lIlAlJ A[) 
,

_ _-Çt¡rr¡4rt.
It¡tr - ¿1

(2.1 10 )

This calculation ïvas corrected by Ma, Tipping and Poll in 1988 who showed that
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a nonzero contribution to the interference occurs only for R(0) [53]. With the

same \\:avefunctions in tlie calculations leading to Equation 2.107, ihe add,itional

contribution to the integrated absorption coefficient for ,R(0) lor H D - H D and

HD - X systems is given b1' 153][85]

oj *^l : poNo(#rrt + i),a(/) (rltolr + 1) * olo r ur,o 
, )' 2\/2Bo'2J + 7'

* 
Io* l"* Ir" A2(20r;R)t;o(R,0)s(R),R2 sin ud,Rdódr,

(2.1 1 1)

Here 86 is the rotational constant o{. H D. Details of the numerical calculations

of tire contributions to the interference pararneter for HD - HD and HD - X
systems will be presented in chapter 5.

There is another type of rotational-level mixing mechanism, the neo,r-res-

ona,nce rotational-Ieuel míxing, which was calculated by Ma, Tipping and poll

in 1988 [53]. This mechanism involves the rotational levels of both molecules in

a coliiding pab HD - HD. This type of rotational-level mixing is due to the

relatively small eneïgy difference between two resonance rotational levels of a

colliding pair compared to the anisotropic interaction of the proper symmetry re-

quired to mix these levels [53]. Figure 2.3 schematically illustrates tire mechanism

of the near- resonance rotational-level mixing, where lJrMr; J2AtI2;trM) denotes

the unperturbed states of colli.ding pair, LAI designates the angular part of the

relative translational wavefunction [53] and lJ;M¿) denotes the unperturbed ro-

tational states of HD molecule in a coliiding pair. Note that oniy Ã(2) and Ã(B)
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Figure 2.3: N-ear-resonau.ce roíational-le.r'el mixing.

in the HD - -HD system are significantly affected b¡'this mixing. The caiculated

results showed that the additional contribution from this mixing rvas so impor-

tant that it even caused a sign cltange in the interfe¡ence parameter for Ã(2) nith

respect to the calculated value in rvhich this mixing was ignored. Tire calculated

contributions to the interference parameter of .R(2) and Ã(3) for H D - H D are

listed in Tabie 5.4 along with other calculations for discussion.

2.5 New Developrnent in the Theory

very recently, B. Gao, G. c. Tabisz, M. Trippe'bach and J. cooper de-

veloped a neu' approach resulting in a nern, theory to describe the intracollisional

interferencefor HD [6a]. In their derivation the fundamentaì approximation was

the impact binary collision approximation. A master equation formulation in the

lo o) /

Ml;L'Mt)
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Liouville space was used. The density matrix of the gas, in u'hicli the collisions

take place, was constructed first, and then the evolution of the de¡sitl' matrix in

the presence of tiie incident radiation u'as described. Finally the absorption and

stimulated emission of spectrun \l:as obtained b5' solving the master equation.

In this approach. the allorved and coliision-induced transit,ions rvere treated in

a consistent manner. The expression for the absorption coeficient contains all

the contributions as \4,ere discussed in this chapter including the effects due to

rotational-level J- and r¿-mixing. Consideration of this neu' theor5' iri detail is

beyond the scope of the present thesis, but it wiil be used as a point of discussion

in chapter 6.
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Chapter S

EXPÐI¿IMENT

The experiments in this research were typical of far infrared absorptio¡

spectroscop5'. The information collected concerned the slight changes in the pure

rotational spectra of HD and of its mixtures under varying physical conditions. A

high resoiution Fourier transform spectrometer constituted the main equipment.

This chapter begins with an overview of the experimental system. It is followed

by detailed descriptions of tire spectrometer, absorption sample cell, detector, gas

handling system and the operation of the experimental system.

3.L ,A.n Overview of the Experirnental System

A schematic overview of the experimental system is illustrated in Figure

3.1. The infrared radiation from a Globar source (G) was first collimated by a

parabolic mirror M1 before entering ttre Michelson inte¡fereometer. This incident

beam was then split about equally in intensity by a beamsplitter producing a

partially reflected beam and a partially transmitted beam. The refl,ectedbeam

was subsequentl5' reflected from the frxed mirror, M2, while the trønsmittedbeam
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was refl.ected from the moving mirror, 1\{3. The beams were recombined and then

again split at the beamsplitter, r'vith one r¡'eak beam returning to the source and

the other proceeding to a flat mirro¡ l\{5. This latter beam rvas collimated again

by a spherical mirror M4, and focused on the entrance rvindon' of the absorption

sampJe cell. The absorption sample cell u'as mounted inside an external container

to allow its immersion in a cooling bath for operation at lorv ternperature. Tlie

opposite end of the absorption sample cell was connected to an optical transfer

system which consisted of a cylindrical vacuum chamber, containing a spherical

mirror N{6. M6 collected the output bearn and focused it on the entrance window

of the bolometer. Finally, a rnirror, N{7, inside the bolometer, focused the beam

on to the germanium crystal.

The preamplified signal from the detector was sent to the data system and

stored on the hard disk for later analysis.

An ATARI NTEGA ST2 computer served as an intermediary station to ac-

cept the data from the NICOLET data system after the first step of data analysis

and then to transfer these data to the main frame cornputer afterwards with

KERMIT software support.

3.2 Spectrometer

The spectrometer used in this experiment \v'as a commercial NICOLET

series 7000 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (Nic-7199 FT-IR System).

It consists of a computer controlled scanning Michelson interfereometer system

(Nic-7i00 Interferometer) aiong with a data system. The Nic-1180 data system
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was used for the experiments performed prior to 1990. Subsequently in 1990, it
was replaced by a new Nic-660sx computer system.

The Michelson interfereometer actually consists of three difrerent interfereo-

meters: a He-Ne laser ¡eference interfereometer, a white light interferometer and

an infrared interfereometer, as shown in Figure 3.2.

All moving mirrors of t]rese th¡ee interfereometers we¡e mounted on a com-

rnon moving mirror assembly, and all fixed mirrors were mounted on a common

fixed mirror assembly.

- Since the Fourier transform of a delta function ts a Sine function, the inter-

fereogram of a single frequency beam from the He-Ne laser is a Si,ne wave with a

typical iuterval of 0.3165 ¡r betu'een its zero crossings. These ze¡o crossings were
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used to trigger the sampling logic that initiates the analog to digital conversion

cycle. An absolute frequenclr accuracy of better tiran 0.01 cnz-1 was thus claimed

by the manufacturer. Howevet in practice a, fine calibration is still needed for

an accurate determination of frequency for spectra as \ve u'ill discuss later. In

addition to specifying the sarnpling points, the laser interfereometer signal rvas

used to measure the moving mirror velocity to an accuracy of 0.I25%.

The rvhite Ìight interfeteonteter, on the otirer hand, has a broad band visible

source. Therefore the interfereogran is the superposition of an infinitely large

number of different Sine waves and consequentiy general constructive interference

occurs onlS' {or a zero path difference betrveen the distances of the beamsplitter

to the rnoving and flxed mirror. The fixed mirror was factory adjusted so that

lhe Z P D (point of zero patli difference) of the white light interfereogram occured

just 0.3 mm earlier than the ZPD of the main IR interfereometer. Nloreover the

control system was designed to ensure that on each scan, the peak of the u'hite

light signal occured just prior to the zero crossing of the laser reference signal.

Thus, the unique zero crossing of white light interfereometer on each scan u'as

chosen as a starting point of data taking bJ' the main IR interfereometer.

The optical aperture of ihe main IR interfereometer aliowed a full, clear

2-inch diameter incident beam. The total optical retardation length was 16 cm,

yielding a theoretical highest resolution of 0.06 cm-r as stated by the manufac-

turer. The moving mirror assembly was mounted on dual air bearings to prevent

rotation and to reduce the friction to ensure mechanical stability.

The infrared light source u¡as a water cooled globar (a silicon carbide rod).
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Figure 3.3: The radiation curve of the Globar

The radiation curve of the glowbar is shown in Figure B.g [86].

The beam splitter selected rvas capable of efficientl¡' dividing the incident

beam into two approximately equai intensity beams in the frequenc5, region of

interest. A 6.25 p thick Mylar film has a good efrciency in the range of 70-3g0

ctn-7 and tirus could serve as a beam splitter in all the experiments. The efficiency

curve is shovgn in Figure 3.4 [87].

Theoretically, the Fourier transform of the interfereogram is given by [88]:

(3 i)

where I(z) is a Fourier transformed spectrum, I(t) is an inte¡fe¡eogram and t is

r(u) : IIJ ,vl""n"dt,
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time. In practice, only a limited number of data points are taken i¡ the measure-

ment' As a result the spectrum obtained is the Fourier transform of a convolution

of the interfereogram v'ith a box function:

I(u) : I (t)H (t' - t)e;zout' dtdt', (3.2)

where
( 1 if lt,_¿l <úoH(t'-¿) :l; 

^'_l--.,,::- 
"' (3.3)

¡ 0 otherrvise.

This effect was minimized by a technique called apodization which improves the

lineshape at the expense of lower resolution [89]. A modified trigonometric func-

tion, called the Happ-Genzel function [86]. suggested by the manufacturer, rvas

rË
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applied for apodization in the experiment:

F(H - G):0.5+ *0.46cos{ll-ry. - NzpollWDP - Nzpp)],"12}, (3 4)

wlrere À'¿ is tlie displacement of i th point from the start of the scan. Nzpn is the

location of the ZPD data point and NDP is the total number of data points.

As a result of the ref¡active index of the, opticai elements, as well as the

fact tirat ZPD point does not correspond to the first point in the spectrum,

a phase error in the Fourier transforrn is inevitable [90][91][92]. To correct the

phase error. a short double-sided interfereogram was taken from the measured

interfereogram to be used to calculate a phase array. As set by tlie manufacturer,

tlris spectrometer used sixty points around Z P D for phase array calcuiations [86].

The new Nic-660sx data system includes 1.28 Megabytes of RAM memory,

a storage module device (SMD) hard-disk interface and two 640 Kbyte 3.5 inch

microfloppy diskette drives [93]. The 660 high-resolution color displa5' monitor

was used with the data system for fast spectral display and data assessment.

The standard Nic-660sx cornes equipped with four softrvare programmable RS-

232 ports and tu'o high speed differential RS-422 ports for fast data transfer and

communication with other computers. The data system controls the spectrometer

using a series of data-collection parameters and performs data manipulation rvith

its FT-IR command ianguage.
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3.3 Absorption Sarnple Cell

The absorption sampie cell rvas constructed b5' Nelson and Tabisz in 1983

i47] follou'ing the i978 design of Horne and Birnbaum [94]. It consists of tu,o

parts: a 1 m long stainless steel tube witir 7.3 cm inside diarneter attd I.9 crn

outside diameter which is a sample cell proper and a 92 cm long, 16 crn wide and

23 cm high stainless steel case which acts as a cooling bath container.

There are two flanges on each end of the sample cell. Five circular con-

centric \/ grooves about 0.5 mm deep were cut into eacli flange and six equally

spaced bolts clarnped the two flanges together. A 6.3 czn diameter high density

polyethvlene disk was compressed between trvo flanges and served as a windo.n.

When the six bolts are tightened, the polyethylene flows into the circular grooves

and effectively forms a series of O-ring seals. The inside of the sample cell was

polished to make the tube behave as a light pipe in order to enhance the signal.

The sample celi demonstrated an exceiient low leakage rate over 36 hours with

both 3.2 mm and 4.8 mm thick windows at 560 psi. At 760 psi, tiris hold time

dropped to 18 hours u'ith the sane windows.

The cooiing bath container, designed by Utivi in 1987 [5], allows over g2%

of the sample cell to be completely immersed in the coolant. The temperature

stability over the remaining 3.8 cm frorn each end of tlie windo\¡¡s was achieved

through thermal conduction by the cell walls and the thick high pressure flanges.

On the external side of input window, there was a stainless steel connecting

tube between the spectrometer chamber and the sample ceil. One end of this

connector was welded on the outside flange, and the other end was attached to
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the wall of the interfereometer chamber with a 1.5 mm thick polyethylene sheet

as its vacuum u'ittdou'. On the output u'indou' side of the sample cell, there

lvas a sirnilar connector between the cell and an opticai transfer system. Both

of the connector regions were under \¡acuum during operation. This is cruciall¡'

important at lou' ternperature to prevent condensation or ice formation o¡ the

windou's of the sample cell.

The cooling bath container. as well as the two connectors u¡ere covered witir

2-3 inch-thick foam layer to achieve good thermal isolation. Eight thermocouple

(TC) detectors were uniforml5' distributed along the length of the sample cell to

monitor the teinperature gradient. Five of them u'ere soldered on to the wall of

the cell and coated with Multi-purpose Foam to avoid direct contact ç'ith the

coolant. Three of them were removable. The high thermal conductivity oxygen-

free copper sensors of the thermocouples were held in direct mechanicai contact

with the cell wail by means of teflon clamps. No temperature gradient was found

witirín the container both at 77 K and 195 K. in the 3.8 cm end region of the

sample ce}l, a 8-16 degree difference was found during the experiments at 77 K. Af

195 K, this temperature gradient was down to 7-10 degree. Thus, the assurance

can be given that at the worst case, the error in the density determination of the

sample gas caused by the incomplete immersion is less than I%.

The coolant for the experiment at 77 K was liquid nitrogen. A 100 litre

dewar was used as a coolant suppÌy vessel and connected to the cooling bath

container with a rubber transfer tube. A compressed nitrogen gas cylinder was

connected to the supply dewa¡ via a poiyethylene tube to provide the necessary
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pressure to transfer liquid nitrogen into the bath container to maintain the coolalt

levei. At 195 K, the coolant rvas a, mixture of eth5rl alcohol and dr¡' ice. Approx-

irnatell' 7.5 kg of dry ice rvere added each day to keep the coolani stable at the

desired temperature.

3.4 Detector

The detector used in the experiment was a liquid helium cooled FTS Ger-

rnanium Bolometer System manufactured b¡' Infrared Laboratories, Inc.

This svstem consists of a germanium bolometer rvith an effective a.rea of g

r¡t'rn2 . a model IID-3 dewar, a model LN-6 preamplifer and two far-infrared cut-off

filters passing the wavenurnber regions 10-375 cm-r and 10-100 crn-l respectively.

Tlre 10-375 cm-l filter was used in all experiments in this study. It was a 0.75

inch diameter wedged Sapphire coated with 4-8 ¡.r diamond powder and ZnO

powder layer to cut off the near-infrared radiation. The outer vacuum rvindow

was wedged polyethylene, coated on the inner face rvith a 4-8 micron diamond

layer. As iilustrated in Figure 3.5 [95], the spectral response'\¡/as dominateC by

the cut-off filter.

The rnodel HD-3 dewar has two containers: one for liquid nitrogen and the

other for liquid helium. Care has to be taken to top up the liquid nitrogen before

each run. A 33 hours hold time with a liquid helium fiIl was achieved under

continuous operation in the 1990 experiments.

The entire detector system was mounted on a iab jack fastened to the optical

tabie which provided stability and fine adjustment capability.
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3.5 Gas Handlittg Systern

The gas handling system inciudes a vacuum system, a nitrogen purge system

and a sample supply system, as shown in Figure 3.6.

A GDA-I rotary vacuum pump and a water cooled 80 cc fluid charge diffu-

sion pump w'ith a liquid nitrogen trap were the main components of the vacuum

system. The entire vacuum system lvas made from stainless steel tube or copper

tube, soldered or coupled with high vacuum elements. The vacuum condition

was monitored with two CP25-EK penning gauges (PG) and five thermocouple

gauges (TC) The vacuum within the sample cell was usuallv on the order of 10-a

torr when the background was taken. This vacuum was monito¡ed by a penning
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gauge connected directly to the sarnple cell.

The effect of water \¡apour. which has very strong absorption in the far-

infrared, was essentially elirninated in tire sample cell, optical transfe¡ s¡'stem a¡d

two cottnectors because of the vacuunl. Hou'ever, since the interfereometer cham-

ber jtself is not eva,cuabJ.e, the introduction of dry nitrogen into it is neccessary to

reduce the concentration of water vapour and therefore to reduc e. the water no,ise

in the spectra. Tu'o 50 lb capacity nitrogen dervars were used to provide dr1' ni-

trogen to the chamber through a purge network and controlled by a relay switch.

The gas flor¡' was controlled by a suitable voltage supplied to a heater inside the

der.var, and was monitored by a tube flowmeter (FM) Two filters were used at

the entrance of the chamber to prevent dust contamination. In addition to the

purge system, compressed nitrogen gas for the air bearings of the spectrometer

was also introduced into the chamber to supplement the purging procedure.

The sample supply system basically consisted of a manifold with five coltrol

valves and a pressure gauge system as shown in Figure 3.6. There are two cold

traps (CT) along the input route from sample cylinder to the manifold, and

another one in the route from the manifold to the sample cell. Liquid nitrogen

or a mixture of ethyl alcohol and dry ice were the coolants used for these cold

traps in order to fteeze the water vapour in the sample gas and also to pre-

cool the sample gas for low temperature experiments. When the pressure of the

sample gas in the experiment was below 25000 torr, the pressure was measured

by an MKS Baratron 220C4 absolute pïessuïe transducer with a PDR-D-1 power

supply digital readout. At higher pressures, a Heise galrge (0-1500 psi) was used.
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Pumpjng SysEen

Figure 3.6: The gas haridling system
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The accuracy of l\{KS system \¡/as + 0.01% of full scale * 1 count, while for the

Heise gauge (HG) it rvas 0.7% of full scale (FS). Both of these instruments u,eïe

calibrated bJ, the malufacturers.

For the sample gases used in this study, H D was obtained from 1\{SÐ Iso-

topes u'itir a purity of gBVc, and the other gases from Matheson, all with a puritS'

above 99.99%.

3.6 Operation

To obtain a good spectrum, tlie signal to noise ratio (SNR) must be as

high as possible. Obviously the opticai patir alignment is vitally important to the

experiment.

A TGS detector was used for pre-alignment of the path from the lighi source

to the output window of the sample cell with the assistance of a 0.5 mw He-Ne

laser. Ail polyethylene u'indows were removed at this first step of alignment. The

peak to peak volta B (Vo) of the interfereogram lvas monitored by an oscilloscope

taking the signal from the IR port and the trigger from the output of the TKDA

(taking data) port of the spectrometer control panel. Fine adjustments were made

to ensure the sample cell was horizontal and the signal received at the output

window v/as a maximum. Then the TGS detector was replaced by the optical

transfer system connected witir the bolometer. The signal should be monitored

before the windows were installed. The optimum condition was achieved when

Vp of the signal was maximized by performing a fine and careful adjustment to

the optical transfer system and lab jack, i.e. the bolometer position.
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The optical path alignment must be completed at least 24 hours before tlie

experirnent begins, because a minimum of 24 hours is neccessar¡'to evacuate the

operating svstern) to purge the spectrometer chamber and for the infrared ligiri

source to reach tllermal equilibrium.

For the lorv temperature experiments, the cooling process 'r'r'as begun rvhel

the vacuum in the sample cell and the connection components was better than

10-3 torr. Repeated tightening of the coupiings to the sample flanges was contin-

ued during the cooling process which took about 2.5 hours for 77 K and 2 hours

for 195 K. All connectors to the sample cell were covered v'ith thermal insulating

materials before the end of cooling process.

For each sample gas, the experiment started rvith a background measure-

nent, then a small amount of pure H D (abott 3 amagat for the 77 K experiment,

3-b amagat for 195 K and 7 amagat for 296 K) was introduced and the spectrum

lvas measured as a zero perturber density value. It was followed by a series of mea-

surements u'ith a series of perturbers at increasing densities and completed ivith

another background measurement. Thus, the noise, especially the rvater noise

contribution from variations in the environment, was recorded. This is important

in the data analysis. as we u'ill discuss in the next chapter

There are two parameters which affect the amplitude of the interfereogram:

the electronic gain GAN and the scan velocity of the mirror VEt. Obviously one

should use as low a GAN and as higir a VEL as possible to prevent electronic

noise and to shorten the measurement time. In the 1987 experiments, GAN:16

and VEL:26 (\i:9.3988 cm/sec) were used at 77 K to achieve a V* value of 5
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V for the background, and at 195 I(, GAN:16 VEL:20 (V:0.5611 cm/sec) gave

I'oo:8.7 V. In the 1990 experiments, GAN:16 and \/EL:26 rvere chosen for both

195 K and 296 K. The l,oo was typicaill' 13.7 V at 195 K and 10.7 \¡ at 2g6 K

during the experiment. To reduce the randorn noise, 400 scans were taken for

signal averaging at each densitv in all cases. About 3 hours and 50 minutes were

needed for each run rvhen VEL:20, u'hile lvhen \,'EL:26 tiris period rn,as reduced

to 2 hours and 20 minutes.

The spectromete¡ u'as controlled b.rr a macro program .rvith a set of data

collection parameters. Tliese parameters vrrere selected based on the high resolu-

tion requirements as well a,s on the experimental conditions. 'Ihe control program

used in the experiments is listed in the Appendix.
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Chapter 4

ÐATA.&IïAIYSTS

As was mentioned in the previous chapters, the information of interest is the

variation in the pure rotational spectra of HD, namely its intensity and its line

sh.ape, in the presence of different perturber molecules under different physical

conditions. The experiments completed in this study are iisted in Table 4.1.

The data analysis began with a Fourie¡ transform of the collected raw data

to obtain absorption spectra. Following a baseline correction, the individual pure

rotational absorption spectral lines of H D werc obtained. These data were trans-

fered to the main frame AMDAHL computer via an ATARI computer. A suitable

lineshape was chosen to fit these spectra data to obtain fitted parameters related

to the intensity and line shape. After a density determination, a series of calcu-

lations followed leading, finally, to the magnitude of the matrix element of the

allowed dipole moment of H D and the line shape parameters for individual rota-

tional lines. The details of the data analysis will be given in the following sections

in the same order that each step occurs in the analysis. The experimental results

will be presented at the end of this chapter.
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Table 4.1: Experiments completed

Temperature
(K)

Sample

296

195

77 HD-HD HD-H2 HD-He HD-N2

HD-H2 HD-Kr HD-N2

HD-HD HD-H2 HD-He HD-Ne
HD-AR HD-Kr HD-N2

4.7 Absorbance Spectra

The raw data recorded by the spectrometer were the interfereograms cor-

responding to an unapodized theoretical resolution of 0.06 cm-T. Figure 4.1.4

shows a typical interfereogram for the background taken at 195 K. The corre-

sponding transrnittance spectra as iÌlustrated in Figure 4.1.8 was obtained by

using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [96] procedure supplied by NICOLET.

If /6(ø) is the background intensity and /(o) is the sample intensity, then

the absorbance is given by

A(u) : -Ioslsll (u) I lo(r)l

OI

(4 1)

(4.2)A(u) : Iosnls(u) - Iosnl (u).
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Obviousl5', if

loglsl(a) : lo916I"o orc(r) * Iognls(u), (4 3)

then

A(u) : -loglsl "o,norc(a),
(4.4)

as expected in tlie ideal situation. Ilolvever, as we mentioned earlier, the pres-

ence of water vapour in the optical path. especialll' through the variation of its

concentration, always results in some r¡'ater absorption lines, more or less, i¡
A(u) oÏ the sample and the background. These lines effectively introduce noise

into the desired spectrum. To solve this problem, more than one background at

the same temperature and under the same experimental conditions was recorded.

These backgrounds usually contain water lines with different intensities. Sorne

ate clean, i.e. contain low intensity water lines, and sorne are relatively noisy,

i.e. show strong water absorption. Among the backgrounds taken at the same

temperature, the cleanest one was taken as a backgroundfile, and the one with

tire greatest nurnber of water lines was taken as a reference frIe. The reference

file was then adjusted by an appropriate factor determined by when the intensity

of the strong cltaracteristic water lines (170 crn-1 and 202 cm-t) in the sample

absorbance exactly rnatched those in the reference absorbance. Finally the wa-

ter noise in the sample absorbance was removed by subtraction. The underiying

assumption in this procedure is that the wate¡ lines have the same width and

frequency in all spectra. This is a good assumption as the water concentration

is lorv and all broadening and frequency shifts occur through interaction of the
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Figure 4.2: Absorbance of H D at 50 amagat 195 K

water molecules with foreign perturbers arìd not witir each other.

For this study, only the pure rotational transitions R(0), R(1), R(2) and

R(3) could þe recorded. Thev are sharp lines located upon the broad collision-

induced background, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The continuous background

around the individual rotational lines (about 5 crn-r on each side) was removed

by the Base Line Correction (BLC) routine supplied by NICOLET [93]. The basic

idea of BLC is to fit tire base line of individual R(J) lines by a quadratic function

and then subtract the fitted base line numerically. This is a first order base line

correction. A more precise'cor¡ection is stiil necessary as 'we will discuss later.

The spectral data containing R(J) lines with their approximately 5 crn-l

wing part on both sides s'ere converted to ASCiI code by a pre-edited BASIC
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program and then saved in individual data files. These data were first tralsfered

to an ATARi MEGA ST2 using KER\{IT software provided by NICOLET, and

then to the AI\'IDAHL main frame for further analysis.

4.2 Profile Fitting Process

As described in the previous chapters. the lineshape of the sharp rotational

line R(J) is considered to be the sum of a Lorentzian profile and a dispersion part.

The follou'ing equa.tion was used as a basic equation to fit the absorbance spectra

of each R(J) Iine at each density:

A(r) :
u)

_L_
2(, - uo)Eo

(4 5)
012)' * (u - us)z 012)'*(u-us)z

This is similar to the profile equation

[a6]:

introduced by Herman, Tipping and Poll

Do

t l2r
h l2)' * (u - u¡)2

To improve the base line correction in the NICOLET system, a straight line

Au I BK was added into the fitting process. Therefore there înere a total of six

adjustable parameters taken in this procedure; base line correction factors ,4 and

B K , the full width at half intensity (FWHM) 7, the shifted line peak frequency

øs, th.e intensity parameter D6 and the asymmetry parameter -86.

A SAS program employing Marquardt algorithms was used for the above

fitting, and is presented in the Appendix.

A(r) _ D.,tn,,.,
;: 

' 
[(t-q-') *q-'ffii (46)
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Occasionally there \.vas alì oscillatory type noise, or Sine noise, that ap-

peared in the spectra. This v'as caused b)' the interference from internal refi.ec-

tions from the parallel surfaces of the u'indow, and the interference fringes present

in tire sarnple and background spectra did not cancel each other out i60][86]. Hou,-

ever. a S'ine finction was found adequate to represent tiris 11'pe of noise. Thus,

for the spectra u'ith such noise) the base line (with tire peak region removed) was

fi.rst fitted by a Si,ne function plus a straiglit line:

Base: Au * BK + DSinlB *2n(u -ro)lCj, (4.7)

wlr.ere BK,A,B,C and D are adjustable pararneters. Then the noise was sub-

tracted numerically frorn the spectra before the profile fitting procedure. Figure

4.3 and Figure 4.4 demontrate the effectiveness of this approach. A shows spec-

trum with ^9ine noise before correction, B is the fitted Sine wave and corrected

base line. C shows the corrected spectrum with the fitted curve given by Equation

4.5

4.3 Density

Tlre unit of density used in this study is the amagat defined as follows,

I atnagat:2.68675 x 101e rnoleculesf crns (4 8)

NTP (00C temperature and 1 atm pressure).

The rarv pressure data for H D and its mixtures were recorded by an MKS
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rçlrere -R is universal gas constant in atrncm3fmoleK and B is the

action viriai coefficient tn ctnsf rnole. For the density of mixtures

foreign gases, B was evaluated by the follou'ing equation lg7]:

electronic pressure transducer and a Heise pressure gauge simuitaneously in the

pressure range up to 25000 torr. Tirese data u'ere used to assess the agreement

betu'een the tu'o gauges. Since the highest pressure used in tiris study 14ras ap-

proximately 700 psi, it rvas safe to calibrate the readings orl tire Heise gauge using

the i\,ÍKS transducer to achieve maximuil accuracy.

A virial expansion and the second virial coefficient u'ere used to caiculate

the amagat density from the pressure data:

Density(arnagat) : 22474.0

@r lP) + Bg) ) (4 e)

second inter-

ol H D with

B(r): fïBrr(7) + 2hr2Br2(T) + ßBrrQ), (4 10)

where Btr(T) is the virial coefficient of. H D, Brr(T) is that of the foreign gas

and Bp(T) is the interaction virial coefficient of HD with the foreign gas. In

the above equation fi and f2 are the fractional concentrations of the two gases.

B(f) usually converged within a feu'iterations of a FORTRAN program u,ith the

initial value of fi and /2 taken from the pressure data. Details of the computer

program are presented in the Appendix.

The virial coefrcients at different temperatures were mostly obtained from

J. H. Dymond and E. B. Smith 1971. Brz(T) of HD - Kr at 2g6 K was obtained
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from Reference [63] u'hich was estimated following References [98] and 199]. No

data u'as available for Bp(T) o{ H D - Kr at 195 K. For this case, the pressure

data at 195 K were con\¡erted to the pressure at 296 K based on arì ideal gas

model and then the density'n'as deterrnined b¡'using the Bp(T) ol HD - I{r at

296 K. All viriai coeffi.cients used in this study are listed in Table 4.2.

4.4 Absorption Coefficient

The integrated absorption coefrcient luas obtained via an integration of

Equation 4.5:

I o(')-d,: îxJ upaNs
A(r) ,

a

Do

I
lr: ?x I-1

h l2)' i (u - us)z

(4.11)

li'ltele

F : (p.aNof.Iogrce)-r, (4.L2)

f is the length of the absorption cell which is 100 cm, p.q is the density of the

absorber H D in arnagat and 1/o is the Loschmidt's number. The integration of

Equation 4.11 is straight forrvard. Since the dispersion part does not contribute

to the integral, one fi,nds

. 2(.u - uo)Eo . 1du012)' -t (u - us)z

[ ?þLd, : 4lD-2arctu,'¡19-30)1.J aptNo .,1 -'l
(4.13)
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Table 4.2: \¡'irial coefficients (cmsf mole)
Btt(T) for HD is -i1.05 cmsf rnole at 77
74.37 cm3 f rnole at 296 K respectivell'.

used in the density determination.
K, 10.79 cm3 f mole at 195 K and

Sample 77K
Brz Bzz

\,-irial Coefficient

195 K
Brz Bzz

296 K
DDDI2 D22

HD _ HD

HD - H2

HD - He

HD - Ne

HD - Ar

HD - Kr

HD - N2

- 11.05

- 11.05

15.13

3.16

-11.05

- 11.05

9.60

-L4.L5

10.79 10.79

10.79 10.79

16.40 17.97

1t.23 7.90

-4.16 -49.13

1.20 -37.48

14.37 74.37

2.80 -52.60

13.04 -4.90
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In the above integral the limits were set to be t37 so that the totai of six FWHNÍ

served as the integration range to avoid overestimating the intensity of the spec-

trum in the region of rvings [63]li00l.

4..5 Dipole Mornent and interference Pararne-
ters

According to the intracollisional theorv developed b¡' Herman, Tipping and

Poll, tlre integrated absorption coefficient mal' be expressed as follou's 
.44]11,461,

¡ 
a(a), au : I oo('^) I + zpNoL'I + pz N](L'2 - L"\Izjú'J upaNs*- J upaNs''

: Co * Ctp + Czpz (4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.r7)

Comparing Equation 4.14 rvith Equation 2.707, one finds immediately:

: (+trzlffic)(J + L)p(J)(JlpolJ + t),

: c(J)(Jl¡tAlJ + t)z

:2NoL'ICo

: Nå(L'' - L",)I,C,.

Co

c1

Cz

Clearly Cs leads to the magnitude of the matrix element of the allowed dipoie

moment while Cr and C2lead to interference parameters.

Th.ere were two approaches employed in the fitting of Equation 4.r4; a

free fitti'ng and a theorg f,tti.ng. The free fitting consisted of fitting a second order
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poiynomial rvithout any restriction. Th.is was applied to the 1990 experiment data

for comparison and discussion. The theory fitting used Equation 4.17 to specify

tlre relationships between Co, Ct ard C2. It was applied for all the experiment

data of 1987 and 1990. Tire theory f,ttzng u'as made by introducing a parameter

g such that:

-i PN¡A'" 1
(4 18)

7 I pNsL,'I'

rn'here g-1 rvas calculable from the fitted parameters by cornparison of Equation 4.5

rvith Equation 4.6 and Equation 4.14:

_1q'- Eol lDo (4 1e)i+ 7 * (Eú lDs)z

Furtlrermore, Equatior- 4.74 rnay be linearized as follorvs

{tl a@l,¡çP¡Nsa)d,ÐllG - q-1)}1t2

{ll "ç,¡¡]p¡N¡u)d'u)lk' - Ð}'t'

c[l'z1t * pNsL'I) (4.20)

clt'çpvox" t:'. (4.2r)

Thus C6, ¡{0^'1 and -1y'¿4"1 were obtained frorn the above trvo linear fittings.

In the fitting of above curves, the spectra fitting parameters at zero per-

turber density of the H D - X experiments were first determined. These values

were added to the H D - H D data to improve the accuracy of the intercept deter-

mination. Also the average value of the zero perturber densit y of. H D - X with

the same HD density \r¡as taken as a zero density value to improve the fitting

in H D - X cases. All fitiing was weighted with the error calculated from the
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statistical error of parameters in the profile fitting. An estimated error in the

clensit,v determination u'as also included. Tire magnitude of the ma.trix element

for tlre allowed dipole moment transitions of H D u'as deterrnined from C6 of the

HÐ - HD curve via Equation 4.15:

(J lpo (r)lJ') : lc (J)-1 c ol1 
t 2, (4.22)

u'ith

where J is the rotational

(c. f. Equation 2.106):

(4.23)

the Boltzmann function

P(J) : "-ßE.t - 
¿-9Etat

Ð(zl t r)e-Ênt
J

(4.24)

The rotational energy in the above equation were estimated from the approximate

equation [101]

E(J): BJ(J + 1) - DJ'z(J + 1)2 + HJs(J + 1)', (4.25)

where tlre rotational constants B : 44.6645cm,-r , D : 0.02576crn-r and .H :

2.3rx10-acm-r are the a\¡erage values of three determinations [51][102][103]. The

numericai values of CQ) at 77 K,195 K and 296 K are calculated and listed in

Table 4.3.

C (J) : ( r'z l3TLc)(J + I)P(J),

quantum nurnber and P(J) is
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Table a.3: C(J) (debge-2cm-larnagat-1) calculated at different temperatures

Tenrperature C(J)
(K) J:0 J:I J:2 J:3

77 5.657 2.547 0. 143

195 1.586 2.488 1.181 0.239

1.685 1.333 0.553

Tlre interference parameter a : 2NoL'1 u'as obtained from the ratio of Cr

and Cs. To determine ly'¡A"-I, the interference parameter causing the asymmetry,

rve have plotted q-l against density as expressed in Equation 4.18.

The results for (Jlp.AlJ+ 1), ø and NoL"I are presented in the last section

of this chapter.

4.6 Lineshape Pararneters

The lineshape parameters are the broadening coefficient 86 and the f¡e-

quency shift 5¡.

The density dependent line width FWHM was obtained from the profile

fitting parameter 7. According to the impact theory, there is a linear relationship

betweenTandp[5][5a]:

1 : Bop * Ko, (4.26)

296
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rvlrere Ko is the line rvidth al, zero perturber density. To obtain Bo, a straight

line rvas fitted to the J versus p and weighted with the statistical error in 1.

There is also a linear relationship betrveen ^96 and p:

uo: SoP * r3, (4.27)

where cu6 is the line frequencv obtained from the profile fitted and ø$ is the

frequenc5' aL zero perturber density. The same procedure was employed to obtain

^90.

In the case of H D - H D . ul is the absolute frequency of the individual R(J)

lines. As u'e mentioned in the previous chapter, although NICOLET calibrated

the frequency of the spectrometer to the stated accuracy, a precise calibration is

still needed for the deterrnination of the line positions. This was done by a linear

calibration with tlie water lines measured with the sampie cell under vacumn

assumilg no collision frequency shift. Then, these water lines were fitted with a

Lorentzian profi.le and cornpared with the highly accurate water line frequencies

measured by J. W. C. Johns in 1985 [104].

The results of the absolute frequency of tlie R(J) lines of HD and the

corresponding line shape parameters in tire different cases are all presented in the

next section.

4.7 Experirnental Results

The experimental results from the data analysis described in this chapter

are collectively presented in this section for tire convenience of comparison. These
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results rvill be discussed in chapter 6.

There are three parts in this section. Part one contains the magnitude of

the matrix elements of the alior¡'ed dipole moment transitions and the absolute

frequency of pure rotational iines of ptre H D, and part tr¡'o presents the iuterfer-

erlce parameters. All line shape pararneters are presented in part three. Diagrams

in tiris section v'ere selected from 240 diagrams representing the different samples

at different temperatures u'ith different fitting procedures.
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Part One

The magnitude of the matrix

elements of the allorved

dipole moment transitions

and the absolute

frequency of pure

rotational lines of pure H D.
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Table 4.4: The magnitude of ihe matrix elements of tlie allowed dipoie moment
transitions of HD (10-adebge). The uncertaint)¡ appears in parentheses.

(Jlp"lJ + 1)

Ðxperimen',,

J:0 J:1 J:2 J:3

77 K 7.1e(3) 7.68(4) 7.7e(6)

7e5K" 8.03(12) 8.01(4) 8.12(6) 7.84(23)

1e5/rb 8.75(4) 8.0e(3) 8.15(2) 8.62(15)

2e6K" 8.83(28) 7.e4(2) 7.88(3) 8.43(10)

Average 7.77(4) 7.95(4) 8.05(4) 8.41(13)

a: 1987 experiment.

b: 1990 experiment.

c: 1986 experiment, c.Í.Reference [63].
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Table 4.5: The absolute frequency of pure rotational lines of. HD ("*-'). The
uncertaint)¡ appears in pare¡theses.

Experiment
t,,$

R(o) R(1) R(2) R(3)

1e86" 8e.19(1) 177.84(r) 265.23(1) 350.85(1)

1e87b 8e.22(1) 177.84(t) 265.24(r) 350.86(1)

1ee0" 8e.21(1) 177.84(t) 265.246(5) 350.86(1)

Averase 89.21(1) 177.84(1) 265.24(1) 350.86(1)

a: average l'alue from 295 K experiments, c./. Reference [63].

b: average value from 77 K and 195 K expriments in 1987. c./. Reference [5].

c: from 195 K experiment in 1990.
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Part Two
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Table 4.6: The interference parameter ø (10-3 amagat-t). The uncertaint¡, ap-
pears in parentheses.

Sample r R(0) R(1) R(2) R(B)
(K)

HD - HD 77b +3.1(4) +2.2(2) _3.7(8)
1e5" -2.2(1r) _1.5e(76) +1.0e(62) _14.4(26)
1e5b -2.86(25) -0.5(2) +0.20(14) _12.6(8)
2e6 _2.5(1e) _1.1(2) +1.31(1) +2.1(6)

HD - H2 77b +5.4(15) +2.2(14) +0.8(2e)
1e5" +2.5(52) +0.6(12) +0.03(14) +3.e(10)
1e5b +2.0(13) -3.6(5) +0.14(40) -6.2(41)2e6 _11.5(31) _e.7(24) _i1.4(53)
2e6b -7.1(11) _7.62(7s) _4.4(18)

a: free fitting.

b: theory fitting.

c: 1986 experimenl, c.Í.Reference [63].
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Table 4.7: Tire ìnterference parameter ø (10-3 arnagat-t). The uncertaintl ap-
pears in parentireses.

Sample R(0) R(1) R(2) R(3)T
(K)

HD - He

HD-Ne

HD - Ar

HD-Kr

HD - N2

+6.0(16)

-31.5(84)
- 11.4(38)

+6.0(16)

-o 3(37)
+4.7(r2)

-0.3(21)
-r- 1 08(97)

+5.e(32)
+3.8(11)

+22(r5)
+15.8(47)

+4.4(15)

-3.4(22)
+2.34(e2)
+3.e(8)

+4.4(15)
+6.68(68)
+4.34(23)
+6.e(4)

+3.5(10)
+s.5(67)
+6.1(2)

-5.4(46)
+11.3(25)

- 11.6(2i)

-8.63(6e)

+8.e(40)
+4.2(13)
+13.30
+8.28(82)

+18(10)
-r3.5(28)
+10.0(le)

+e.1(107)
+12.2(2e)
+5.3(12)

-0.4(e0)
+2.5(3i)
+9.a(11)

+21(32)
+13.8(e3)
+4.2(36)

-7.1(12)

+12(37)
+12(10)

-4.1(8e)
-4.5(25)

77b

1 95'
1g5b

296.

77b

195"
1g5b

296.

195'
1g5b

296.

195"
1g5b

296"
2g6b

195"
1g5b

296'
2g6b

+6.2(7)

-4.4(21)
-0 1(e)
+5.7(e)

+6.2(7)
+1.e(13)

-1 0(4)
+2.1(4)

-o.e(21)
-3.e3(72)
- 1.8(3 )

-1 0(26)

-18.4(21)
-21.0(35)
- le.3( 14)

+7.7(e5)

- 10.6(21)

- 16.2(26)

-22.2(r4)

free fitting. b:

1986 experiment,

theor5- fitting.

c./. Reference [631.
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Table 4.8: The interference parameter
appears in parentheses.

À'sA"/ (I(l-4 ama,!"t-'). The uncertaint.v

Sample

HD - HD

HD - H2

HD - He

HD - Ne

HD - Ar

HD-Kr

HD - N2

R(0)

-2.0(8)
-0.05(158)

-13(3)
-4.0(57)

+1õ(3)
+17(12)

r 15(3 )

+25.3(52)

- 72.5(61)

+26.7(66)

+8.7(83)

-g 7(7)

-4.61(76 )

+10(2)

- 10.0(i0)

- 17.8(50)

+13(3)

- 1 0.9(23 )

- 11(2 )

-1- 17.5(t0)

- 8.0(11)

+11.1(81)
r- 12.9( 25)

+18.4(27)
+10.2(17)

R(2)

+r.7(27)
-6.01(35)

+3.8(14)

- 10.1( 14)

+8.6(2i)

+40(10)
+8.e(33)

- 6(30)
+11.3(72)

-20.3(15)

+2e.e(54)
+1.0(2e)

-20.4(24)
-4.3(14)

+12.4(1s)

+10.0(33)
+8.e(31)

+33.4(e6)

+2.4(20)

+e6(23)

+11(35)
+0.2(27)

+4.8(34)
+14.0(63)

T
(K

77"
1g5b

77"
1g5b

2g6b

77"
1 95"

77"
1g5b

1g5b

1g5b

2g6b

1g5b

2g6b

R(1) R(3)

a:

b:

1987 experiment.

1990 experiment.
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Part Three

Line shape parameters

'of

HD-HD and HD-X.
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Table 4.9: The FWHM broadening coefficients Bo (I0-2 crn-r a¡nagat-|). The
uncertainty appears in parentheses.

Sample R(0) R(1) R(2) R(3)T
(K)

HD - HD

HD _ H2

HD - He

HD-Ne

HD - Ar

HD - Kr

HD - N2

0.544(26)
1.80( 1 )
3.32(16)

0.577(35)
1.788( 16)

0.2e3(12)
1.05(12)

0.474(14)
1.608(27)

2.87e(57)

3.053(33)

4. i00(40)

0.8 7e (6 )
1.610(e)
2.53(1)

0.785(i 1)

1.525(16)
2.273(55)

0.3e1(11)
1.01(2)
2.13(6)

0.665(13)
1.217(13)
1.68( 3 )

2.07e(42)
2.s6(4)

2.375(63)
2.68i(32)

2.7e1(51)
2.70( 13 )

0.822(32)
1.508(4)
2.20(1)

0.610(87)
1.555(13)
1.885(36)

0.234(40)
0.81(1)
1.35(4)

0.366(7e)
1.040(2)
1.50(2)

1.730(21)
2.Le(z)

2.1e4(73)
r.e72(37)

1.e72(1i )
2.844(31)

r.23(2)
1.81(3)

1.303(66)
2.30e(67)

0.75( 11 )
1.17(e )

0.e54(4e)
0.68(6)

1.27(15)
1.35( 5 )

1.82i(87)
i.0e1(74)

1.67(11)
1.36(e)

,7 rÈlt
1g5b

296.

77"
1g5b

296b

77"
195"
296.

77"
1g5b

296.

1g5b

296"

1g5b

2g6b

1g5b

2g6b

a: 1987

b: 1990

c: 1986

experiment.

experiment.

experiment, ,. f. Reference[63].
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Table 4.10: The frequency-shift
"-" refer to blue and red shift
theses.

coefficients ^ç0 (10-3 cm-7 arnagat-l). "+" and
respectively. The uncertaintv appears in paren-

Sampie T
(K)

R(0) R(1) R(2) R(3)

HD _ HD 77"
1g5b

296

HD - H2 77"
1g5b

2g6b

HD - He 77"
195"
296

HD - Ne 77"
1g5b

29c'

HD - Ar 195b

2g6b

HD - Kr 195b

2g6b

HD - N2 1g5b

2g6b

+0.305(67)
+1.07(4)
+3.5(5)

+0.31(5)
+i.02(26)

+0.58(4)
+0.e8(13)

+1.01(6)
+0.e8(13)

+4.78(47)

+1.6(1)

+2.08(57)

+0.074(18)
+1.2r(4)
+0.6(1)

+0.37(3)
+1.15(5)
+1.51(25)

+0.65(3)
+2.15(12)
+2.4(2)

r- 1.13( 5)

+1.76(4)
+4.4(r)

+2.5r(7)
+8.3(3)

+3.28(2)
+3.52(23)

+3.54(10)
+5.28(16)

-0.24(10)
+0.61(4)
+0 6(1)

-3.15(31)
+0.64(8)
+0.2e(13)

- 1.11(22)
+1.22(8)
+2.8(1)

-0.86(32)
+0.32(4)
+2.4(L)

+0.51(8)
+1.3(1)

- 3.0( 1 7)

-0.515(54)

+0.17(11)
+0.713(ee)

-0.31(8)
-0.4(1)

-2.4(7)
-3.01(44)

-0.45(58)
+1.8(3)

+0.87(28)
+0.3(2)

-5.8(3)
- 1.1(2)

-5.4(5)
-2.03(16)

- 3.1 1(47)

-2.65(33)

a: 1987 experiment.

b:1990 experiment.

c: 1986 experiment, c. f. Reference[63].
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ChrapÉer 5

THÐOR,ÐTTCA"T
C,ELCUï,,A'.T'EÛNS

In order to cornpare our experimental results to the existing theor¡', 'n'e

u'ill now calculate the interference parameters a and Aø, based on the theor5'

deveioped by Herrnan, Tipping and Poll, with refinements introduced by Tabisz

and Nelson and Ma et aI. ia4)[46][52]153], and witli the line broadening following

the semiclassical tireory developed by Robert and Bonarny [i05]1106][107][108ì.

The details of the above calculations are the main topics of this chapter.

5.1 Calculations of the Interference parame-
ters ø and A¿

To calculate the interference parameter a,, \4¡e take Equation 4.14 as a

starting point:

I o(') ¿r: [ lor.tl upaNs J ,ffift + zpNoL'I + p2 N:(L'z - L"2)12]du' (5 1)
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rvith

and 146l

A:A'+iL" (5 2)

(5 3)

(5.5)

where the notation is as the same as that used in chapters 2 and 4.

The phase shifts A' and A" depend on the interacting species and the

temperature and have not been theoreticaily evaluated [5]. However, in vieu'

of tlre unitarity propertS'of the time-development operators U¿(r") ona ulG"),

rvliicli are diagonal, the absolute rnagnitude of either A' and A" can n.e\¡er exceed

unity [461. T]rerefore in the so-called gentle-encounter limit defrned by Herman,

Tipping and Poll, the time-development operators remain real and essentially

equal to unity [46]. The iine shape at this limit is pressure-broadened Lorentzian

f45] From the expression for ø given in the previous chapter, within the GE

limit, & no\l: becomes

a: ZNoI, (5 4)

and Equation 5.1 becomes

^ < if lPla(t)lrLdQul Q)iif >/\ - P(R) )

1,, 
^"þÈ" 

: | ffi^'. * pa + t l)
On tlie other hand, rn'e have 144][53]

| #Èr,: I t.%a-. lmdu+ .., (bG)
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u'lrere the superscúpl AI denotes the contribution to the integralintensit¡'result-

ing from the interference betv'een allowed and 'induced dipole, and dots refers to

the higher order terms involving the intercollisional interference proportional to

p2. Comparing the above tu'o equatiorl.s) orìe finds,

I oo,(r) 
drilp I #or,u)

Tlre integrated intensitl'of alloued - induced is given by [44][53J

Ioo'('),. 8r2
I -ftd' : --n3oooQ -rt)P(J)(Jlp'olt')

¡æ
x l pI¡¡,g(I-)dI'.

JO

Recalling the expression for the allotued intensity.

t oA(r) , 4n'
J :0, : 

sh"NopÁJ * t)P(J)(Jl¡tolJ')'

and substituting these trvo equations into Equation 5.7, u'e have,

_ 2No li pl¡,@)s(v)d\r":6

(5 7)

(5 8)

(5 e)

(5.10 )

_ 2No l:" ff [i pl¡,@)s(R)R, sin0dedïdR
": (5.11)

In Equation 5.11, pI¡¡,(R) is the induced dipole component with the same sym-

metry as the allowed dipole component aird g(A) is the pair correlation function.
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In classical statisticai mechanics, it is expressed to the zeroth order as 152][123]

s(R) : exp i-BIl(Ã)1, (5 12)

u'ltere 6 : (kT)- t, It(Ã) is the intermolecular pair potentiai and A is the inter-

rnolecular separation.

There are a number of semiempirical calculations availabie for the H, - H,

and Í12 - X interrnolecular potential but not for the HD - HD or HD - X

systenr. Considering the difference betrveen tbe H D artd H2 molecules, as was

described in chap+,er 2, we calculated the intermolecular potential f.or H D to

perturber moiecule by carrying out a coordinate transformation. To the first

order approxirnation,

Vno-x(R) = [1 +d.VA]I/ir,-x(Ã)

: Iiu,-x(R) + (r"16)I$"-"(Â) cos0, (5.13)

wlrere r" is the equilibriuminternuclear separation of. HD, d is the angle between

the internuclear axis of H D (ftom H to D) and the intermolecular distance Ã

(fronr the centre of the mass of HD to that of perturber molecule). 1/rr-y(R) is

tlre potential for Hz- Hz or H2 -X (Norman et al.) [110] and V*,_x(R) is the

first derivative of !il¡,-x(R) with respect to R.

Applying Equations 5.12 and 5.13 to the integral in Equation 5.11, and

carrying out the integral over p and 0, one obtains the follorving expression for ø,

8zi//o
u

(Jlp"lJ') lo* r,,,,exp [-7¡¡,- x(R)P)
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"{WlR'zdR (5 14)

As rvas described in chapter 2, the allorved dipole conìponent has the sym-

nretrv of ,41(100;r). Therefore, oniy if plj,@) has the sanìe s)¡mmetry can it

contribute to the intra.collisional interference. Namely, Uj¡, in Equation 5.14 must

lrave tire symmetry of ,41(100;11 ,rz, R);

PIj,@): (.rl,4i(100;r1,r2, R)lJ'), (5.15)

wirere 11 and 12 denote the interuuclear distar-rces of rnolecule 1 and 2, and Ã is

the intermolecuiar distance bet'ween the centres of rnass.

Similarly, as in the calculation of the intermolecular potential, the coordi-

nate transforrnation is appiied to the case where only ll2 data are available.

From the general forn, as rvas introduced in chapter 2, the relationship

betn'een the induced dipole component Íor H D with a perturber atom and that

of H2 u'ith a perturber atom is given b5'

,n{D-x çtszL r l;ri,r2, R)

: (r" I 6)lOL., Af,-" (Àr), L; 11,12,A)](-r¡r+r-t

x [(2)1 + 1X2^ + r)(21+ 1X2À r 1)]å011¡11; 00)

xc(|tL -r r00)w (11.4.À2; 

^À)w(L 
+ 7rÀÀ; 11)

(5 16)
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u'ith

dldR - LIR
dldR+(L+r)lR (5.17)

Taking À :1,1: I, Àz:0 altd Li^i :0 yieids eflD-r1tOg;Ã) on theleft hand

of Equation 5.16, and applf ing tiie further restrictions on Â, l, À1, )2, -L and 1,, as

u'ete mentioned in chapter 2, one finds that oniy the foliowing tu'o combinations

are allowed fo¡ these parameters

0

0

0

1

-1

(5.18)

and

7:*1
r,: _.io::{

À1 :

^2:
^:T-

À1

^2

L̂
'l

,
1
t-
'1

(5.1e)

Substituting the above two sets of parameters into the right hand side

Equation 5.16, one finally obtains the expression for A{n-x (100;n) in terms

A{'^x ()1À2tr; .R), namely,

,a{D-x çro0; Ã) : (r"lr8)(*- }l4{,-r(oor; Ã) - Jitf,-xqzor;Ã)1. (5.20)

Assuming the J-dependence is negiible [69], combining Equation 5.15 with

of

of
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Equation 5.20 yields the following expression for the induced dipole moment,

(5 21)

Up to this point in the calculations of a, the collisional mixing of rotational

levels, as described in cirapter 2, has been ignored. To calculate this additional

contribution to the intracollisional interference of E(0), we appl¡' the same po-

tential and pair correlation function from the calculations of ¿. I\{aking use of

Equations 2.111, 2.712 and 5.7, one obtains the following expïession for Aø,

Aa: Af n-x 
Qor; R)(r"16)t4"_- cos d

- (r. I 6)p\,'fi"_x(R) cos 0l sÁ 0 R2 dpd,7d,R,

G,.22)

A.a:
(JlpolJ,)JzBo

2rNs
Io* 

ofo-'(20r; R) exp [-BI/¡y,-x(R)]I'R2dR, (b.28)

with

(r"16)1/iy,-x(Ã) cos d exp l-(r"l 6)p|/ir,_*(R) cos 0j sin 0d0. (5.24)

This is easily integrated by parts to give

p'(R): (r"/18)( *- |y^{=-,(00r;Ã) - ,Ætî,-rlzor;a;l

,/v;

1," l"*['"
JO

(Ã)

(Jit'olJ')\Õ,Bo

x exp l-þVn,-x

T,: I
Jo

L72

(5.25)



Finally, Aø is expressed as

La:

(r.16)ßIri¡"-" (A)
sinh l(r"/6')þl'ír,_r(R)lR'z ¿A. (5.26)

Because of the nature of the perturbation theorl', the iniegral in Equation 5.26 can

not be taken to small R and it must be cut off so that the first order wavefunction

(c./. Equation 2.110) remains accurate [52]. In accord with the theor¡' of Herman

et al., it is assumed that the maxirnum amount of intensiiy that can be borrowed

from a transition starting at level J is equal to the intensity in ihe transition in

the absence of anisotropic interactions 1109]. Namely, in the above integral, R

should satisfy l52l

D-x 
i20i; A) exp l- l3I:H,-x(R)')

2Bo0

)p1,i,

v0
----=
J2

l6)

- ^i

1.
r"l

-
j
(r

lpo

1-
(r

,a -l

fæLql
Jo

-r (Ã)i

(5.27)

rnthere

rQ): 2J +3
(5.28 )

and

J :0. (5.2e)

In the numerical evaluations of a and Aa, ru : 0.76318 å or I.4422 a.o

[5]. Values of ,4.¡(ÀiÀrL;R) used are from the ab ini,ti,o calculations of Borysou',

Fromnhold and Meyer [69]. They calculated the induced dipole moment com-

ponent of HD-X by using ab in'iti,o induced dipoie data for Hz-X, through the

Af n-x(r00;R) , #rr"l6)rrfr.-,Af 
o-*(201;A),
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coordinate transformation correct to all orders. The accuracy of the calculated

induced dipoie data r¡'as stated rvithin 2% at tl-re experimentailrl significant sepa-

rations (2.1 - ß Ð. The anah,tical expression of árr(), À2L: R) for the systems

ol HD - HD, HD - H2, HD - He and HD - -4r is given in the follc,rving form,

Cs

,R'
(5 30)

For HD - Kr, oniy the strength of tire induced dipole A{'-K'(001;-R) iü

tlre translational band of H2 - Kr has been semiempiricall¡' calculated by Poll

and Hunt [73J assuming the forrn,

¡{,-K' (oor; R) : A 
"B(R-nu¡

(5.31)

Tlrerefore Equation 5.21 rvas onl5'appliedlor HD - Kr.

The intermolecular potential used in tire cornputations rvere different in each

case. For H D - H D and H D - Hz, a Hartree-Fock dispersion type potential was

used [110],

Iin,-ø,(Ã) : L exp (-orT - orB') - ,Cu Ce
f-_L_l\Ãu ' ,Rs ' ffitoet,

R1

R1.

(5.32 )

(5.33 )

with

D(R) R<
R>

:{ exp[-(Ã1lR-L)')
1
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For HD - H", an ab i.ni,ti.o potential was employed [111]f112],

ljn,-u"(R) - Aexp (13.335 - atï - orB') -

rvith

exp [-0.889(,R - Rr)i

,Ca Cs

'.R6 Ã8

Þ:lL /

R<

+ffi)n@), (5 34)

D(R): 
{ å 

_

For HD - Ar and HD - I{r,

potential given by 1113j[11aj.

rl'e used the Buckingham-Corner semiempiricai

ñ
ñ1

R1.
(5 35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

with

D(R) R>
A<

_t-t exp l-4(R'lÃ - 1)'l
1

Rt
D
rl1 .

The parameters of the induced dipole conÌponent are listed in Table 5.1,

and the intermolecular potential parameters are collected in Table 5.2.

The numerical results for ø and A,a at 77 K, 195 K and 296 K for the

various s)'stems (for which the necessary data for such calculation are available)

are presented in Table 5.3. AIso given are the calculations of A¿' (see chapter 2)

for H D - H D made b)' Mu et al. [53], in which the near-resonalr.ce rotational-level

mixing mechanism was considered for R(2) and R(3)
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Table 5.1: Pararneters of the induced dipoie cornponent used in the calculations
of a and Aø

,4r(100:,R)

Parameter H D-H D" H D-Hi H D-H e" H D-Ar" Hz-Krb

Ro(oo)
.4(10-3 eas)

B("1')
c ("1')
Cz(eaf)
Cs(easo)

+6.00

-0.094675
- 1.568660

- 0.033502

+2L.0781.45

-6L.2237r9

+6.00

- 0.087018

- i.611988

-0.05824i
+23.815393

-75.179287

+5.70

- 0.35317

- 1.480215

-0.010277
+72.776708

0

+6.00 +6.16

-0.62200 6.295

-1.734827 -I.476
-0.134086 0

+4.951582 0

00

Parameter H D-H D"

Ar(207; R)

H D-Hî HD-He" H D-Ar" H2-Krb

Ro(oo)
A(70-3 eas)

B("1')
c("1')
Cr(eaf)
Cs(eaf;)

+6.00

-0.32725
- 1.817194

- 0.091933

-46.526417
+ i1.918610

+6.00

-0.34375
-1.781377
-0.075904
-27.868561
-3.649204

+5.70

-0.36835
-7.725920
-0.042242
-5.663447

0

+6.00

- 1.590i

- 1.573635

+0.028285
+1.718736

0

a: Reference [69].

b: Reference [73], the sign of A for H2 - Kr is unknown.
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Table 5.2: Parameters of the interrnolecuiar potentiai used in tire calculations of
¿ and A¿.

Parameter Hr-Hi H2-Heb H2-Ar' H2-Kr'

A(70? K)
or(A-')

"r(A-')
c6(105 K A6)
c8(706 K A8)
cn(706 K Alo)
R'(A)

3.2 x 70-7
2.957

0.183
0.309

0.i09
0.535
r.571

0.1 18

2.78

0.08

0.84

0.417

2.607

5.10

4.108

3.692
0

1.963

L.474

0

3.574

I Ae'¿.t¿L

3.462
U

2.794
2.728

0

3.719

d-

b:

Reference [i10].

References [111] and 1112].

Reference [113].
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Table 5.3: Calculated interference parameters a and Aa (10-3 arnagat-l).

Sannple T Pararneter
(K)

R(0) R(1) R(2) R(3)

HD - HD 77 +1.04 +i.04
+0.29 0

00
+1.33 +1.04
+1.48 +1.48
+0.6+ 0

00
+2.72 +1.48
+1.86 +i.86
+0.93 0

00
+2.79 +1.86

+0.73 +0.73
+0.32 0

+1.05 +0.73
+i.17 +r.77
+0.68 0

+1.85 +1.17
+1.52 +1.52
+0.99 0

+2.57 +7.52

+1.04
0-

-3.4
- ¿.ótJ

+1.48 +1.48
00

-3.1 -0.2
-r.62 +1.28
+1.86 +i.86

00
-3.2 -0.2
-r.34 +1.66

+0.73
0

+0.73
+1.17 +r.r7

00
+7.r7 r.77
+r.52 +r.52

00
+r.52 +7.52

195

o,

La
A.a'

&theorg

a,

Aa
A,A'

a'theor!

a,

Aa
L.a'

CLtheory

a,

Aø
atheory

o,

L,A
&theo¡y

&

L,a
atheora

296

HD - H2 77

a: Equation 5.14.

A,a: Equation 5.26. The .R",¿ equals 3.880 A and 3.742
HD - f/2 respectively.

A¿l: Reference [53].

atheæst al Aø* La'.

195

296

å fot HD - HD and
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Table 5.4: Calcula,ted inte¡ference pararneters ø and Aø (10-3 am.agat-I).

Sample T Parameter
(K)

R(0) R(1) R(2) R(3)

HD - He ll

195

HD - Ar 195

296

HD - Kr 195

296

+4.46 +4.46
00

+4.46 +4.46
+6.18 +6.18 +6.i8

000
+6.18 +6.18 +6.18
+7.36 +7.36 +7.36

000
+7.36 +7.36 +7.36

+8.83 +8.83 +8.83
000

+8.83 +8.83 +8.83
+9.49 +9.49 +9.49

000
+9.49 +9.49 +9.49

11.5 11.5 i1.5
11.5 11.5 11.5

11.66 11.66 11.66

11.66 11.66 11.66

296

a

A.a
(Ltheora

u

La
atheorlt

o,

A,a
CLtheo¡y

0,

La
atheora

a,

A.a
atheory

&

atheory

a

atheæg

+4.46
f 0.03
-LL r',Q

+6.18
+0.09
+6.27
+7.36
+0.13
+7.49

+8.83
+0.46
-r0 t0
+9.49
+0.68
+10.17

11.5

1i.5
11.66

11.66

a: Equation 5.14.

Aa: Equation 5.26. The.R",¿ for HD - He and HD -- Ar ane, respectively,4.684
å and 4.7n A.

cltheorst a I A.a. The sign Lor HD - Kr is unknown.
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5.2 Calculations of Line Broadening

The theor¡' developed bi' Robert a¡d Bolarly is semiclassical u'ithi¡ the

frarnen'ork of the impact theor5' 1105j. It Ìras been applied with success in the

calculations for Rarnan and infrared P and Q branches for linear rnolecules per-

turbed by atoms or linear molecules, such as CO-Ar and CO-CO 11051[107]1115].

The main features of the theory may be summarized as follorvs,

1. The geometry of the collision is described through so-called equ'iaalent

straight path, that is, a parabolic trajectory model determined by the isotropic

part of the interaction potential rvhich allows a satisfactor5' treatment to be made

of the close coliisions. This treatment is nore appropriate than the usual one

whicir is a straight line trajector¡' at constant velocity [105][116].

2. In the extension to diatom-diatom coliisions, the anisotropic potential

is expressed by an atom-atom model which takes both the long and short range

contributions into account v'ithout an)¡ adjustable parameters [105]1117]1118].

3. The matrix elements of the relaxation operator are computed by means

of the linked-cluster theroem, so that the treatment remains nonperturbative and

no cut off procedure is needed 1105][107].

The general expression for the half width at half intensity 7¡¡ (HWHM) is

given by [107]

//ò'lu: 
-<ua)6,u,¡
z1i c

: *r08.p",,,, lo uf(u)d,u 
lo* 

znts{t,u)d.bJ, (5.38 )
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where //¿ is the perturber density, z is the relative velocity, and ó is the impact

pararneter. The subscript 2 of the quantum numbers denotes the perturber, and

so pu2,¡, is the probability densitv that the perturber is in lu2j2) state. 5(ó,u),

ihe collision efficienc)'function or the differential cross section function Itt9], is

expressed through the linked-cluster theorem as a product of a linked term and

of an exponential of the connected term [105],

S(b,u)- 1 - li - Sj¿)]e-s:(cos Q - isir ft), (5 3e)

with

Sz

.f¿

st)

Sz,¡z * Sz,;z + S|'],r,rr,

(S',¡, + SL,¡r) - (Sr,n * SL,,r),

Ð sr,¡r¡ (r - 6,i,u.6¡i,¡,),
u2,J2

(5 40)

(5 41)

(5 42)

(5.43)

and

s[')rr,r, : Ð s z,!'2,;'z6oi,u, 6 ji,i,
-,1 :le- 

'J.

Here the subscripts 1 and 2 of S denote the fi.rst and second order contribution; i

and / denote the initial and final state with vibrational and rotational quantum

number u j and z'j' respectively. The explicit expressions for 5(ó, o) r¡'ere calcu-

lated using an osculating parabolic trajectory [105]. In this model, the encounter
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of the collision pair is described by

f,(¿) = r'. + i.t + #, þ.44)

q,hele e;" is the relative velocity at tire closest approacir ond F" is defined b1,'

; ,ðIlso, 4u _t- ì 
-

r c \ n lT=T.Or rc

o ,^ -lr!y, _ (I)ulÌ,=,. ?- ôr\*t-' ,' r' -- rc

24e-.c..^ .o.--r'^: --12( 
- 

)," - (-),lr . (5.4Ð)
.cT'cTcTc

Here a Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential is taken as Iziso. The apparent velocity ul

is defined by

uL':r +F"'í'. (5.46)

\ /ith this expression, the r(ú) modulus is written as

r(t):fr!+u¿2t211/z (5.47)

Frorn tlre equation for conservation of energy and angular momentum at r : r.,

one has

t *r' : !rro'.+ ae[( Ly' - (9)t] (5.48)
zzTcTc

and

bu : rcuc (5.4e)
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Combining above equations rvith Equation 5.45 and Equation 5.46, one obtains

and

I - (Selrnu')l@lr")" - @lr.)ul )'t'rri * (8e lrnu2)[5(o lr.)r2 - 2(o lr.)6)

Note that the above expressions, coming from the parabolic

result in the function S(b,u) being properly expressed in terms

r" and ul; also the area. element Ztrb db is

8e ..ob: r"{ 1 - +i( !_!tz - (L)ul}'t'
TTLU' Tc Tc

2¡rb d.b:2no{\ - *trt !)u - b(g)111} dr.
oTcTc

I, : I( # - *¡ *r/t,,, * rrr,e,+ ...,
i,j 'ri,zi t7i2i

ac

,ut
c

(5.50 )

(5 51)

trajectory model,

ofóanduthrough

(5.53 )

(5.52 )

Since r. is *'ell defined, the conventional requirement for the previous treatments

of introducing a cut-of procedure in order to avoid a divergence for small values

of the irnpact parameter ö is dismissed.

The intermoiecular potential used rvas an atornic site model which uras con-

sidered the most suitabie potential model for this type of calculations [105][115].

Tlris nrodel describes the molecular interaction as the superposition of atom-atom

interactions in the collision pair

where the indices ¿

atom of molecule 2,

and j

Tli,2¡

refer to the z th atom of molecule 1 and the j

is the distance between these two atoms, d.¿¡ and

th

"Ll
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are the atomic pair energy parameters, and ¡l and A arc the permanent dipole

and quadrupole moment, respectively, of the colliding molecules. On expansion of

r¡.2¡ irr the a series in the intermolecular distance r, the intermolecular potential

malr be expressed in tire more corìvenient forni i1051

It' -- 4r Ð Ð U¡,¡,^(r)\i,,^(0r,,þr)|i",-^(0r,,þr), ( ð.,r+ J

ltlz m

'lr'here d and / define the orielrtation of the tr¡'o interacting molecules. The function

S(r",u'") then is expressed as a, sum of direct components coming from each term

of the intermolecular potentiai and of crossed components between the terms of

tlre sanre harmonic order [tO0]. fne detailed expression s for U¡r¿"*(r) and S(r.,a'.)

can be found in the appendix of Reference 1105].

In the case of HD - X, for the pure rotational lines, the quantum numbers

ut, a| and u2 u', arc zero. In H D - atorn systems, there are 1ì.o rotational levels of

the perturber involved. Furthermore, even for those perturber molecules rvhich

involve rotational levels, tlte S[L)r,¿, contribution, resulting from non-diagonalitl,

is negligible [107]. If we neglect the imaginary part of the differential cross section,

as is frequently adopted in line broadening caiculations [107], we have a simplified

form for Equation 5.38,

y'üb --'lH : *uu ). Pi,
J2

2trb(7 - ec'(b'ù))db,I,* (5.55 )

w-here Ð is the mean velocity from Maxwell distribution and

(r(b, r) : Sz,iz I Sz,¿, + S[)r,rr,
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In tlre calculations of the intermolecular potential for HD - HD or HD - X,

onlv a,torn-atom contributions are of irnportance. The pair energS'parameterc d;¡

and e¿¡ and the Lennard-Jor¿es parameters for the coliision pair were evaluated

througir the usual cornbination ruies [81]i120j,

€t2 : (rrrr)'/',

otz: (ot+ot)12,

etz : (ur"r)tl',

dr, : erz(otz)o,

u'lrere €¿ ürzrs obtained from the atomic Lennard- Jones

[105]

v7

d.¿ :

e¿al,

ei61

parameters e¿

(5.5 7)

(5 58)

(5 5e)

(5 60)

and ø; by

(5 61)

(5.62 )

The computation progranr used was the code of Bonamy originaliy for CO-

Ar, with modification to suit our cases. Tire important parameters used in tlie

calculations are listed in Table 5.5 and the results of HWH1\4 from numerical

calculations are presented in Table 5.6 together with the experimental HWHM

broadening coefficients (Bon : lgo).
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Table 5.5: Parameters used in the line broadening calculations

Sarnple otz enlk e¿j

(å) (K) (ro-\2 ere A6)

ti¿j Bot Boz

(t0-8 er9A12) ("--t) (r--t)

HD _ HD"

HD _ H2

HD - Heb

HD - Neb

HD - Arb

HD - Krb

HD _ N,

2.96 36.4

2.96 36.4

2.75 19.27

2.87 33.7

3.27 66.09

3.28 79.0

3.30 57.66

ó..) /

.f.Jf

7.r4

2.70

9.64

72.2

10.3

0.225

0.225

0.05

0.15

1.03

1.5

1.38

44.66 44.66

44.66 44.66

44.66 0.0

44.66 0.0

44.66 0.0

44.66 0.0

44.66 2.0

a: deduced from

b: deduced from
[121]

,L-.I potentiai parameters taken

L-J potenlial parameters from

from Reference [108].

the average value of Refe¡ence
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Table 5.6: Calculated and experirnental values of H\\¡HX4 broadening coefficients
B oH (70-2 cm-| amag ot-').

Sample T
(K)

R(o) R(1)
E*p. Cal. E*p. Cal.

R(2) R(3)
E"p. Cal. E*p. Cal.

HD _ HD

HD - H2

HD - He

HD - Ne

HD - Ar

HD - Kr

HD - N2

0.27 0.85

0.90 2.r
r.7 3.1

0.29 0.82

0.90 2.0

0.44 0.58

0.81 1.6

1.3 2.5

0.40 0.55
0.76 1.6

1.1 2.5

0.20 0.41

0.51 1.3

1.1 2.0

0.33 0.51

0.61 7.4
0.84 2.1

1.0 1.1

1.5 1.8

L.2 1.5

1.3 2.4

r.4 1.9

1.4 2.8

t.b

2.1

2.6

7.4

1.5

2.1

77

195

296

77

195

296

77

195

296

77

195

296

195

296

195

296

195

296

0.15 0.61

0.52 1.7

0.41 0.29

0.75 r.2 0.62 0.7
1.1 i.9 0.90 1.4

0.32 0.29
0.78 r.2 0.65 0.7
0.95 1.9 1.0 L.4

0.r2 0.19
0.41 0.91 0.38 0.55
0.63 1.6 0.59 1.1

0.18 0.2r
0.52 C.88 0.48 0.47
0.75 i.5 0.34 .98

0.86 0.64 0.63 0.29
1.1 r.2 0.68 0.67

1.1 0.87 0.91 0.39
0.99 1.5 0.54 0.84

0.99 1.1 0.84 0.51

7.4 1.9 0.68 1.1

0.24 0.80

0.80 1.8
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Chapter 6

ÐTSCUSSTON

In order to reach the appropriate conclusions regarding the temperature

dependence of the collisional interference in the pure rotational spectrtm o{ HD,

rve rvili compare our experimental measurements with the published experimentai

results and with theoretical calculations.

In this chapter, we will first discuss the relative quality of the spectra and the

accuracy of the data in our experiment. Then we will discuss the allowed dipole

moment matrix element, the line shape parameters, and fi.nally the interference

parameters, within the context of the original theory.

6.1_ The Relative
the Accuracy

Before the comparisons

different temperatures and the

assimilated into the discussion.

Quality of the Spectra and
of the Data

are made, the relative quality of the spectra at

accuracy of the data should be assessed and then

As was discussed in chapter 3, the quaiity of the infrared absorption spectra

depends on the S f N ratio, which is affected by many factors. If the optical
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alignment is in the optimum condition and the water vapour along the light path

is reduced to the minimum, then from the instrumental point of viern', the S lN
ratio is mainly affected b¡' tlie radiation effi.ciency of the infrared source, the

efficiency of tire bearn spÌitter, the iransmittance of the window and of the filter,

and the spectral response of the detector. The spectral lines of H D measured

in the experiment are located at about 89cm-1, for -R(0), L78cm-1, for ß(1),

265cm-1, for R(2) and 357cm-1, for Ã(3) From the radiation curve of the globar

source, as shown in Figure 3.3, there is roughly an order of magnitude difference

in the radiation eficienc¡' among tirese locations, with the weakest radiation near

the Ã(0). On the high frequency side, because of the filter of the bolometer, the

spectrum is effectively cut off at 360crn-1, resulting in a, sharp decrease in the

spectral region of ß(3). The transmittance spectrum of the empty cell at 296 K,

as illustrated in Figure 6.1, shows the net result of those instrumental factors.

On the other hand, the relative strength of the absorption lines is greatly

affected by the thermal distribution of the population in the rotational energy

levels of the sampie molecules. This can be seen clearly in the calculated values

of C (J) listed in Table 4.3. Roughly, at 77 K , R(0) is the strongest line and A(2)

is the rveakest; at 195 K, R(I) is the strongest, next is Ã(0) and the weakest

is Ê(3); at 296 K, the strength of Ã(1) and Ã(2) are close while Ã(0) is the

'vi'eakest. In all cases) Ã(3) is the most difficult to measure accurately. Due to

the abundance of tire water noise at low frequency, the quality of B(0) is usually

lower than A(1) and E(2) at 195 K and 296 K, and even at 77 K lower than

Ë(1) In summary, the spectral quaJitv in terms of J dependence decreases as

follows: Ë(1), Ã(0), R(2) at77 K; R(2), Â(1), Ã(0), Ã(3) at 195 K; R(2), Ã(i),
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Figure 6.1: The transmittarìce spectrum of tlìe enìpty cell at 296 K.

,R(3) at 296 K.

In addition, there is a spread in the experimental determinations, especiali5'

fo¡ the measurements of the integrated intensit5'of the spectra. Figure 4.6 shows

clea¡ evidence of such spread. At the same temperature (195 K), and the same

density (3.9 arnøgøú). tire spread oí the measured integrated absorption coeffi-

cients of. HD is about +4.5% for ,R(0), +3.0% for À(1), +1.b% for R(2) and

+4-7% for A(3). Fo¡ rlD - HD at 77 K, the same spread is approximatly +f/s

for R(0), -r-6% for R(1) and !7.3y0 for R(2). The fluctuations in the measure-

ments of line u'idth are slightlv less but of the same orde¡, but they are much less

for the frequency shift measurements. if this t1'pe of uncertainty is due to the

narroll' spectra affected by the random noise, then the smalle¡ spread is expected
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at the higher densities of H D - H D, and to be slightly different at different

ternperatures. In the H D - X s5's1sms. on the other hand, when the perturber

densit¡'increases. the S/N ratio decreases, resulting in relativeh'lou'er quality of

tlre spectra and larger uncertainties compared to those f.or H D - H D.

6.2 The Allowed Dipole Mornent lVIatrix EIe-
rrlents

The experimental results for the allowed dipole moment matrix elements

presented in Tabie 4.4 arc tire average values from the H D - -HD spectra at

different temperatures and different experiments. With the existing theory, for

exarnple from Equation 4.14, the allowed dipole moment matrix elements can be

obtained also from the H D - X systems, although the statistical error may be

larger for the reason mentioned in the previous section. Using Equation 4.I4 and

4.15, and the theory fi,tti,ng results, we deduced the allowed dipole matrix elements

from t]re H D - X spectra at different temperatures. The results from all systems

are collected in Table 6.1.

The dipole moments in Table 6.1 are generally reasonably consistent except

fot HD - He at 195 K, in which case we failed to remove effectively the hidden

water noise, causing the intensity measurements for R(0) and R(3) to be far from

accurate. Table 6.1 also reflects the fluctuations among the different experiments

at different temperatures and among the different experiments at the same tem-

perature. There is not sufficient evidence for a systematic trend with temperature

at a given J. Therefore it is justified to perform a weighted a\¡erage over the all

measurements for a given J. It is obvious that the results ftom H D - H D play an
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Table 6.1: The magnitude of the rnatrix elements
transitions ol HD (70-adebye) deduced ftorn HD
The uncertaint-v appears in parentheses.

of the allowed dipole mornent

- HD and HD - X systems.

System Temperature
(K)

(Jlpo lJ + 1)

J:0 J:T T _.\ J:3

HD - HD

HD * tI2

HD - He

HD - Ne

HD - Ar

HD - Kr

HD - N2

7 ie(3)
8.03(12)
8 75(4)
8.83(28)

7.30(15)
8.76(4e)

7.35(12)
12.2(34)

7.e5(e)
8.61(10)

7.78(8)
8.73(5)

8.72(4)

8.e3(12)

7 68(4)
8.01(4)
8 oe(3)
7 e4(2)

7.e3(11)
8.32(5)
8.18(6 )

7 83(5)
8.78(7)

8.77(13)
8 33(5)

7.e3(3)
8.08(5)

8.47(11)
8.11(7)

8.2e(e)
8.31(7)

7 7e(6)
8 12(6)
8.15 (2 )
7 88(3)

e.17(2e)
8.2e(5)
8.05(6)

8.7e(13)
8.76( 7)

7.44(12)
8.25(3)

8.18(5)
7.s7(7)

7.e6(12)
8.oe(5)

8 4e(8)
8.12(5)

7.84(23)
8.62(15)
8.43(10)

8.3e(15)
8.84(12)

11.1(30)

8 07(30)
8.1e(i6)

8.43(11)
e.22(13)

7.e1(34)
8 73(1e)

77"
195"

1g5b

296"

77"
1g5b

2g6b

4nÐtt

195'

77att

igSb

195'
1g5b

1g5b

296b

1g5b

296b

a:

c:

1987 experiment.

1986 experiment, c./.

b: 1990 experiment.

Reference [63].
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important role in the averaging process because of their small errors. The dipole

mornents so a\¡eraged are presented in Table 6.2, together rvith the average results

from orlly H D - H D, the experimental results of other u'orkers and the theoret-

ical calculations. For the average dipole moment, three standard deviations are

taken as the uncertainty appearing in parentheses. Thus the a\¡erage value with

its uncertainty is at the 99% confidence level. Because of the reasons discussed

above, we believe that the average dipole moments from both the H D - H D and

H D -X systerns are more reliable than the average values ftorr- H D - H D al.one.

We u'ill, therefore, take the former as the experimental result of the aliowed dipole

moments of this laboratory for comparison and discussion.

Our results in Table 6.2 agree ver¡' well with McKellar fo¡ the value of

R(0), R(1) and R(2), and with Essenwenger for the value of R(3). For R(3), the

coefficient of C(J) at room temperature is about 1/3 smaller than C(J) for R(1)

and R(2); therefore, the determination of tlie dipole moment for R(3) is 1.7 times

more sensitive to the integrated intensity compared the cases of R(1) and R(2)

The measurement of Essenwenger rüas made at low pressure; therefore, the zero

density intercept should be reliable. The dipole moments of Trefler et al. are

significantly lou'er compared to the other experimental results. The reasons are

believed due to the low resolution instruments used by Trefler et a.I. (0.4crn-1),

and to the fact that the results of the dipole moment were not determined from

the zero density intercept [221.
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Our dipole moments also agree quite well with the theoreticai calculations

listed in Table 6.2 in general, and are in favour of Wolnieli'icz's calculation in

particular. Figure 6.2 shorvs the experinental results plotted rvith the theoreti-

cal calculations. Although the calculation of Ford and Brown is close to the

experimental values, the J-dependence is different. !\/e should point out that the

J-dependence in our experimental result is not predicted by any of Wolniewicz,

Ford and Brown, or Thorson et al. Witirin the 99% confrdence error bars, the

J-dependence predicted by \4¡olniervicz is possible, namely that the magnitude of

the allowed dipole moment increases with increasing of J, while the the opposite

direction in J dependence seerns to be ruled out. If the J dependence can be

represente ð, by ]2al

po:pt+6(J+r),, (6 1)

our experimental results yield

t"A : [8.015 + 0.016(-r + 1)'] x r0-4 D, (6.2)

as iilustrated by the dotted line in Figure 6.2. Neglecting the J dependence, one

obtains an average dipole moment, (8.11 + 0.14) x 70-4D,3%Iow with respect

to the averaged value of the theoretical calcuiations.

It is interesting to note that although the magnitudes of the dipole moments

obtained by Trefler et o,l. are far lower than ours, the J dependence is similar.
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Table 6.2: The allowed dipole moment transitions
tainty appearing in parentheses for present uork, is

of HD (I}-adebye). Uncer-
three standard deviations.

Reference
(Jip" lJ + t)

J:1 J:2J:0 J:3

Present uorlt"
Present uorkb
Tref ler et aL'
E s sentoeng er and Gusltd
M cK ellar'
McKellar et al.r

þV olnieuticze
Ford and Brouneh
Tltorson et al.i
Bi,sh.op and Clteungl

Experiment

8.10(L5)
7.77(12)
5.42

8.18(26) '

Calculations

8.36
8.31

8.463
8.65

8.04(L2)
7.e5(12)
r (ô¿.¿ú

7.5(4)
7.e(4)

8.13( 12)
8.05(12)
6.18

7.8(4)

8.55(42)
8.41(40)
6.41

8.47(e)
7.4(4)

8.38
8.30
8.455

8.39

8.28
8.440

8.41

8.26

8.420

averaged over HD - HD
averaged over HD - HD
Reference [22]. d:

Reference [56]. f:

Reference [38]. h:

Reference [42], j:

andHD-Xspectra.
spectrum oniy.

Reference [47].

Reference [50].

Reference [39].

Reference [40].
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Figure 6.2: Compa¡isiou of our experimental results with theo¡etical calcuiations.
The dotted line represents Equation 6.2.

r: experimental.

o: Reference [391.

o: Reference [42].

A: Reference [38].
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6.3

6.3.1

Line Shape Pararneters

Broadening Coefficient

Tliere is a general tendency in the experimental FWHI\,Í broadening coef-

frcients, as shorvn in Table 4.9. That is, generaliy, -86 decreases '¡'ith increasing

J for ali temperatures and systems (except for R(0) at 77 K), and increases'rvith

increasing temperature at all J for ali systems (except for R(3) at 296 K for sev-

eral systems). The reason behind the tendency is the fact that, as J increases,

the energy gap between the rotational energy level E(J) and E(J+1) increases,

thereby reducing the efficiency of inelastic transitions between adjacent levels,

giving rise to longer coherence times, and hence resulting in the decreasing of

the line shape cross section and consequently the broadening coefficient. On the

other hand, generaily, when the temperature increases, the relative velocity of the

moiecules increases, thereby increasing the frequency of collision between absorber

and perturber molecules, resulting in the increase of the broadening coefficient.

The impact theory suggests a simple power lau' describing the temperature de-

pendence of the line width fa][107]:

nn(T) : .yon(T,.r)(T lT,"¡)* , (6.3)

wlrere ?o¡¡ is the HWHM, 7 is the temperature and T,.¡ is the reference temper-

ature. If this is true, the broadening coefrcient should obey the same rule,

Bo(T) : Bo(7,.¡)(T lT,.¡)* (6 4)

1Ð17
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Table 6.3: ly' deduced from
appears in parentheses.

experimental broadening coefficients. fTncertainty

T
(K)

N
System

Ë(0) A(1) R(2) Ã(3)

HD - HD

HD _ H2

HD-He

HD - Ne

rT1
treÍ -

i.31(6)
1.34( 7)

77K

0.65( 1 )
o i8(4)

0.71(8)
0.78(2)

1.02(5)
1.26(4)

0.66( 3 )
o.6e ( 3)

195

296

195

296

195

296

195

296

0.68(4)
0.74(1)

o.e6(ii))
0.82(7)

1.31(13)
1.2e( e )

1.12(22)
1.05(17)

The exponent y'y' deduced from the experimental broadening coefficients in Table

4.9 are presented in Table 6.3.

The exponents in Table 6.4 for all systems are, in general, reasonabll¡ con-

sistent within their uncertainties at different temperatures for a given R(J) and

system. This fact may provide evidence of the validity of the simple pov¡er law to

describe the temperature dependence of line width to some degree. However, only

three temperatures are involved and such a generalization may not be appropriate.
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Figure 6.3: Line x'idth (1[t-:.-.-t arnagat-t ) of R(it) f.or H D - Àie at 7î Ii as a

function of densitl'. Points are experimental. The soiid line rs tlie fìtted cur\¡e.

-{ comparison of our experimental broadening coefficient, x-itir published

experimental results at lorv temperature is onll' available for R.(0) and R(1) for

HD - -HD, and R(0) for Ne at 77 K. These results are collected in Table 6.4

togetlrer u.'ith the Bou f.or H D - H D af 296 K (for the convenience. .w'e use 86¡¡

instead o[ Bs in the follorving discussion). There is generalll'a good agreernent

anìong various labo¡atories. Tire resuits of McKellar eú al. at 77 Ii are system-

aticalll' a,bout, 11% larger than ours. Nevertheless the ratio of the broadening

coefficients, R(0) and R(1) f.or HD - HD at77 K and of R(0) for HD - Ne and

for HD - HD, are \¡erv similar (0.619 and 0.871 from our results versus 0.604

and 0.885 from l\'{cl{ellar's results). This fact indicates that there is a svstematic

difference in the determination of broadening coefficient betu'een the tu'o labora-

tories. Tire reliabilit¡' of our experimental results may be assessed in Figures 4.15

and 6.3.
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Table 6.4: Comparison of H\\¡HM experimental broadening coefficient 86¡¡
(70-2 cm.-\ arnagat-t). Uncertainty appears in parentheses.

T
Reference s5'ste¡r (K)

DDOH

Ã(o) Ã(1) R(2) Ë(3)

Present uorlc HD - HD 77 0.272(13) 0.440(3)
HD - Ne 77 0.237(7)

7986 eæperirnent" HD - HD 296 1.265(5) 1.10(1) 0.905(15)

McKellar et al.b HD - HD 77 0.305(10) 0.505(15)
HD - Ne 77 0.270(5)

Essenuenger HD - HD 296 0.915(5)
ønd Gushf

McKeIIarð HD _ HD 296 1.22(L) 1.13(1) 0.ee5(10)

a: Reference [63].

b: Reference [50].

c: Reference 151].

d: Reference [56].
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The theoretical calculation using a sirnplified model within a semiclassical

theorS,' developed by Bonamj' and Robert, as described in chapter 5, consisteutll'

agrees u'ith the general tendency of the J-dependence and temperature depen-

dence of tire experimental results, as illustrated in Figure 6.4 to 6.6. However,

quantitativell', this calculation overestimates Bsn at 296 I{ for most svstems and

also overestimates lou'J lines for rnost cases. Relativel¡,', the calculated results

agree better for R(2) and R(3), and for the cases where HD is perturbed by

large molecules. The source of the discrepancy is probably due to the classical

trajectory approximation u'hich ma,¡, ¡o1 be proper for light molecules such as

HD. Morever, the decoupling between translation and rotation for the molecule

HD is questionable [125]. In addition, in this simplified model, the higher order

terms of the angular dependent potential, as well as the static electric contribu-

tions are neglected, while the line u'idth is sensitive to short-range anisotropic

interactions IttS]. Finally, as is well known, the atom-atom potential model is

incorrect at long range. This inadiquacy will affect the calculation, particularly

at low temperatures.

There is an exception to the general tendency of tire J-dependence in that

tlre broadening coefficient for R(0) at 77 Kf.or HD - HD, HD - Hz, HD - He

and HD - Ne are all clearly lower than that for R(1) for the same systems. This

can not be attributed to the experimental uncertainty because of the good qual-

ity of the R(0) spectra at, 77 K and the large difference between the broadening

coefficients for R(0) and R(1). However the observed anomalous behaviour is con-

firmed by a quantum mechanical ca"lculation by J. Schaefer and L. Monchick [126].

They calculated the pressure broadening line shape cross section for H D - Hz
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and HD - He with the Ben-Reuven-Fano-Baranger formalism using the explicit

forrnula of Ben-Renven in rvirich the rotational angular momentum of the bath

molecule is first coupled to the orbital angular momentum of the coliision and tire

resultant is then coupled to the rotational anguiar mornentum of the radiating

molecule 1126]. The potentiai used iu their calculation was a six-term Legendre

polyuomial expansion grid. Their calcuiation is in excellent agreement with our

experimental results. Whether this type of calculation gives consistent results

for R(2) and R(3), as well as for other systems remains unknown. The HWHI\{

deduced from their calcuiated iine shape cross section and the corresponding

experimental H\4¡HM broadening coefficient 86¡7 are collected in Table 6.5 and

plotted in Figure 6.7.
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Table 6.5: cornparison of experirnentai and theoretical H\ ¡H1\,1 broadening coeffi-
cients BsH (70-2crn-tarnagaf-l) for R(0) anri R(1) for HD - H2 and HD - He.
Uncertaintr,' appears in parentheses.

TBo
Reference system (K)

E(o) Ã(1)

Experirnent

Present uorle HD - H2 77 0.28(2)
1e5 0.8e(2)

HD - He 77 0.15(1) 0.20(1)
1e5 0.53(6) 0.51(1)

L986 eæperiment" 296 1.07(3)

Calculation

Schaef er and HD - Hz 77 0.35
Monchi.ckb L95 0.89

HD - He 77 0.17 0.22
195 0.64 0.62
296 1.05

a: Reference [63].

b: Reference [126].
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6.3.2 Absolute Frequency and Frequency Shift Coeffi-
cient

l.[ow we turn to tl-re absolute frequencies of tire four pure rotational iines of HD

and the frequency shift coefficients for HD - HD and HD - X systems. As

illustrated in Table 4.5, the absolute frequency measured in this laboratory is

quite consistent in the i990, 1987 and 1986 experiments. The average values,

with the existing experimental measurements of other workers, are collected in

Table 6.6. From the frequency determinations, new rotational constants for HD

ma¡' be deduced follou'ing [101]

E(J) : BJ(J + 1) - DIJ(J + 1)l' + HIJ(J + 1)]' .

These are presenied in Table 6.7 along with published rotational constants for

comparison.

Our absolute frequenc)' determinations are in good agreement with the ex-

perimental results of other workers, and in excellent agreement with the frequen-

cies caiculated from the pubiished rotational constants. Howevet, the measure-

ments of McKellar et ø1. and of McKellar are consistentiy lower than ours. Note

that their results are also lower than the calculated frequencies if any set of the

rotational constants in Table 6.7 is used.

As for the broadening coefficient, the frequency shift coefficient in Table 4.10

shows a general tendency in J-dependence and temperature dependence. Specif-

ically, 5¡ goes from positive (b1ue shift) to negative(red shift) for all systems at

all temperatures with increasing J, and ,So inc¡eases with increasing temperature

at a given J for most cases. A comparison of various experimental frequency shift
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Table 6.6: Comparison of experimental absolute frequencies ø$ ("*-' ) of tlie pure
rotational lines of HD. Uncertainty appears in parentheses.

øf
Reference

Ë(o) R(1) R(2) Ã(3)

Present uork 89.2L(1) L77.84(7) 265.24(L) 350.86(1)

McKellar et aI." 89.226(3)

Essenuenger and Gush.b 350.852(2)

A[cKellarc 177.828(2) 265.207(2) 350.844(2)

a: Reference [50].

b: Reference [51].

c: Reference [56].
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Table 6.7: Rotational constants ("*-t)
solute frequencies of the pure rotational
parentheses.

from experimental ab-
Uncertaint¡' appears in

of HD deduced
lines of -HD.

Reference HDB

Present uorlc
Essenuenger and Gush"
Rich et øl.b
Il[ cK ellar et aL'

44.6626(L4)
44.6674(21)
44.6656( 1 7)

44.6665(15)

o.o2554(2L)
0.02558(6)
0.û2583(2e )
0.02586(12 )

o.oooo165(73)
0.0000174(5)
0.000030( 1e)

o.oooo21 7(25)

a:

b:

c:

Reference [51].

Reference 1102].

Reference [103].

coefficients at low temperature can be made only for R(0) and R(1) for H D - H D

and HD - Ne at 77 K (Table 6.8). Although these two laboratories agree quite

well for the frequency shift for HD - Ne at 77 K, a signifrcant disagreement

appears on ,5s for R(0) and R(1) for HD - HD at 77 K. We notice that ^96 is

sensitive to the quality of the spectra as well as to the technique of profile fitting.

Namely the different experiments with different S/N ratios or the same exper-

iment \¡¡ith different profile fitting procedures will result in different frequency

slrifts. Tests have been made for H D - H D at 77 K in two other independent

experiments in this laboratory. When the Fano line shape profile was applied,

the frequency shifts for R(0) and R(1) for the first experiment were 0.318(52)

and 0.055(26) respectively, in units 10-3crn-larnagat-1. For the second experi-
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Table 6.8: Cornparison of experimental
(10-z"rn-tamaga.t-1) f.or HD - HD and HD
certainty appears in parentheses.

frequency shifi coefficients ^90

- Ne at lor¡' temperature. Lin-

T
(K)

cJO

Reference svstern
A(0) R(1)

Present uork HD _ HD

HD - Ne

d,[cKellar et ø1." HD - HD 77

HD-Ne 77

0.305(67) 0.074(18)

1.01(6)

o 0e(3) o.e(3)

1.08

77

77

a: Reference [50]

rnent, the corresponding values were, respectively, 0.595(101) and 0.157(109), in

the same units. A different answer was given when the Lorentzian profile \r'as

applied, for example, the corresponding vaiues for the first experiment became

0.464(83) and 0.024(66) in the same units. However,the magnitude of ,90 for R(1)

never exceeded 5o for R(0) for H D - H D at 77 K, regardless of the experiment

and the fitting procedure. This is an exception in contradistinctionto HD - Hz,

HD - He and HD - /úe at 77 K, where.9e for R(1) is always greater than that

for R(0).

A comparison with theoretical calculation of Schaefer and Monchick is

slrown in Table 6.9. The values of ^9s for R(0) for HD - H2, aîd for R(0) and
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R(1) for HD - He agree l,erJ¡ well for our experimental result and the theoret-

ical calculations. They are plotted in Figure 6.8. This result suggests that our

frequency shift cofficients are generall5' accurate.

6.4

6.4.1

Int erference P ararneters

Interference Parameter a

The interference parameter ø is defi.ned to be positive for tire construc-

tive interference between aiiolved dipole moment and collision- induced dipole

moment, and negative for the destructive interference. Experimentalll', a is de-

termined by the slope and the intercept of the curve of integrated absorption

coefñcient versus perturber density, as described in chapter 4. This deterrnina-

tion is quite sensitive to the fl.uctuation of the measured integrated intensity as

discussed in the early section of this chapter. The magnitude of a is usually of the

order L0-3arnagat-|, a fairly small quantity. As a result, the determiuation of ¿

from different experiments, or from the same experiment with different ranges of

perturber density will possibly give very different answers. Because of the above

reasons, the agreemer:t among various experirnents in different density ranges, or

the agreement between the theory and experiment may not be considered to the

same accuracy as with other parameters. In all comparisons, the quality of the

spectra, the number of data points and the density range shouid be kept in mind.

The number of data points and the density range for different rotational lines and

different samples at different ternperatures used for the determination of ¿ in this

study are summarized in Table 6.10.

There were two fitting procedures used, as described in chapter 4, to obtain
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Tabie 6.9: Cornparison of experimental and theoretical frequencl' shift coefÊcients
(1,0-scTn-larnagat-t) for R(0) and R(1) for HD - H2 and HD - He. Uncertainty
appears in parentheses.

T
Reference System (K)

^90

Ë(o) R(1)

Experiment

Present work HD - H2 77 0.31(5)
1e5 r.02(26)

HD - He 77 0.58(4) 0.65(31)
1e5 0.e8(53) 2.r5(r2)

1986 eæperirnent" 296 2.4(2)

Calculation

Schaef er and HD - H2 77 0.46

Il[ onchi,cl*b 195 1.03

HD - He 77 0.73 1.03

195 1.28 2.06

296 2.50

a: Reference [63].

b: Reference [126].
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Table 6.10: The number of data points N and the hightest perturber density p-o"
(amagat) used in the determination of ø.

Sample TN
(K)

R(()) R(1) R(2) R(3) R(o)

Pmo,

R(1) R(2) R(3)

HD _ HD 77"
195b

296'

HD _ H2 77'
1g5b

2g6b

77"
195"
296"

HD - He

HD - Ne

HD - Ar

47

15
oo¿L

16

5

20

L2

41

15
tÐùL

74

15

T7

72

74

72

15
0

o

I4

T2

10

T2

t2

o

T7

8

15

L2

15

40
1na¡

64

44

43

Ðe
L¿

15

81

60

68

40

60

óf

64

44

57

69

56

62

18
1D
-L rJ

i0

11

11

18

74

12

10

8

16

15

77

15

47

15
Ð.''l¿L

16

15

16

41 81

15 60

32 68

81 81

60 60

68 68

r-)rJ

60 22

39 32

64

44 44

57 57

ÐU

56 47

62 62

72 38

48 53

40 18

40 40

40 18
.)ù .tF7
ùt t)t

20 20

12 72

10 10

69

51

4rùtt
1g5b

296"

T7

15

195"
296'

1g5b

2g6b

36

40

40

ót

AQTd

40

HD - Kr 195b

2g6b

HD - N2 I7
15

a:

b:

c:

1987 experiment.

1990 experiment.

1986 experiment, c.f. Reference [63]f SS



the interference parameter ø. The free fitting, altirough correct in principle, is

in practice too sensitive to the data points of curvature. Thus the spread or

fluctuation in the absorption coefficient can lead the free fitting to an essentiall¡'

unreliable result. Unless the measurernents of integrated absorption coefficients

span a wide densitl, range, the free fitting procedure cannot accurately deternine

tlre coefficient of the p2 terrn. Figure 6.9 shows the typical examples. The theorl'

fitting on the other hand, mostl¡' gives reasonable results. Thus we will essentially

use the theory fitting result for discussion.

The experimental interference pararneters ø at low temperature froin other

u'orkers are conpared with our experimentai deterrninations in Table 6.11.

Table 6.11: The comparison of experimental interference parameter ø (t0-3
amagat-t) at low temperature. Uncertainty appears in parentheses.

o,

Reference system T
(K) Æ(o) R(1)

Presentuork HD-HD 77 +3.i(4) +2.2(2)
HD - Ne 77 +5.8(15)

McKellar et aL" HD - HD 77 +0.6(4)b +0.6(10)b
HD - Ne 77 +3.4(2)'

a: Reference [50].

b: prno, is 84.4 amagat.

ci pnøt is 123 amagat.
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Table 6.12: comparison of experimental integrated absorption
_1 , -1 \crrL-' o.rnagat-') aL 77 K for HD - HD. Tbe data are deduced

p is in amagat. Uncertaiut]' appears in parentheses.

coefficient (tO-u
from Table 6.11.

Reference

Integrated Absorption Coefficient

R(o) R(1)
p:0 p:80 p:0 p:80

Present utork 2.97(2) 3.71(12) 1.48(2) 1.74(4)

A,IcKellar et al." 3.84(26) 4.03(15) 1.56(16) 1.64(30)

a: Reference 150].

Fot HD - HD at 77 K, the results of McKellar et aI. are much lower than

ours. Remember that their corresponding zero density intercepts are higher than

ours (c.f. Equation 4.15 and Tables 4.3 and 6.2). If we convert the corresponding

data to the integrated absorption coefficient by using Equation 4.15, Tables 4.3

and 6.2, we obtain the integrated absorption coefficient at zero and at about 80

amagat density; these are listed in Table 6.12.

The small statistical error quoted in our results arises because of the large

number of data points (41). The actuai unc.ertainty may be larger, as was dis-

cussed in section 6.1. Keeping this in mind when comparing the converted inte-

grated absorption coefficient in Table 6.12, we see that the determination of the

integrated absorption coefficient in these two laboratories agrees reasonably well.
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The difference in their slopes is probably due to the fluctuation of the integrated

absorption coefficient at los' densities, as discussed in the previous section. For

H D - H D, the interference parameters a. are positive, indicating a constructive

iirterference betrveen allorved and induced dipole moment. It is interesting to note

that the constructive interference is also observed in tlie condensed phases of HD

for R(0) [60][61][tZZ]. for HD - ly'e, there is 40 amagat density range difference

betrveen the two iaborato¡ies rvhile the agreernent on experimental ø is reasonabi¡'

good. As can be seen in Tabies 4.6 and 4.7 , the general trends in the interference

pararneter ¿ from our experimental results ma5' be summarized as follou's:

1. The interference parameter a changes sign for all i from 77 K Lo 296 K

f.or HD - HD.

2. For H D - atom and for a given temperature, a is positive for all J and

all systems at" 77 K; at 195 K, in general, ø is positive for R(0), R(2) and R(3),

but negative for R(1) for all systems; a|296 K, usually, a is positive for R(2) and

R(3) while negative for R(1).

3. For a given J, ø is always positive for R(0) for all temperatures and all

systems in general; for R(1), ø changes sign frequently for all systems; for R(2)

and R(3) there is less frequent sign change in ø.

4. For a given system, the sign change of ¿ occurs at low J for small

perturber such as He, Ne and so on, but at irigli J for large perturbers such as Kr

and l/2.

5. Generally the small perturbers give mostly constructive interference while

large perturbers give mostly destructive interference for ail J and at all tempera-

tures.
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The above general trends may not be explained consistentl¡, by a simple

picture. The mechanisrn involved in the interference for individual rotational

Iines, especiall¡'for R(0) and R(1), seents much Inore complicated.

Comparing the experimentai interference parameter ø (Tables 4.6 and 4.7)

u'ith ø¿¡"o", calculated (Table 5.4) according to the theor5' developed by Herman,

Tipping and Poll, we find that about 57To agree weil on the magnitude only; 63%

agree on the sign (äD - I{r not included) onl¡'; 34% agree reasonably u'ell on both

sign and the magnitude (flD - Kr not included), as can be seen in Table 6.13

rvhere tlre ratio o{. af a¿¡,.o,v, i. e. A', ate listed. The better agreement between

experiment and theory is found for R(2) and R(3) f.or H D - atorn systems.

If this result is taken as a demonstration of the validity of tire theory, we can

then use it to estimate the induced dipole moment for H D - ly'e and H D - N2

from the experimental interference parameter a. It is assumed that the induced

dipole moment for H D - -ly'e and H D - /y'2 are dominated by the isotropic overlap

component, which is normally true [69], and has the form [73]

tt'(R) - ¡"B(R-Ro), (6 5)

where R is the intermolecular distance and A, B and Rs are parameters to be

determined. Making use of Equation 5.14, we have the follorving integral equation,

7.23657a : A [- exp [B(Ã - Ão) - Vn,-x(R)P)
Jo

* rsinhlltit,-x(R)þr"I6l jR, dR.^\ v*"-xprJ6
( 6.6)
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Here ø is the interference parameter and the other symbols are the same as rn

chapter 5. From the experimental results, there are three integral equations for

H D - /y'e corresponding to three temperatures, and two for H D -,&2. The poten-

tials used in the calculation u'ere the same Lennard-Jones (6-12) potentials used

in tire calcuiation of line width in chapter 5. The INÍSL (International Math-

ematical and Statistical Library) routines DCADRE (for numerical integration

of a function using cautious adaptive Romberg extrapolation) and DMLIN (for

numerical integration of a function of several variables with a hyper-rectangle

meihod) were employed in a FORTRAN program for the fitting procedure. For

the integral equations, tire solution is not unique. It is knot¡'n that the value of

(BÃo)-t f.or Hz- He is about 0.1i [128][fZO]. We adapt the same assumption, i.

e. (BÃe)-l - 0.1t lor HD - Ne and HD - Nz, as used by Poll and Hunt [73].

The estimated values of A, B and.R¡ for HD - ly'e and HD - 1/2 together rvith

tlre estimated values lor H2 - Ar anð. H2 - Kr by Poll and Hunt [73] are pre-

sented in Table 6.14 and are plotted in Figure 6.8. The accuracy of the estimated

value depends on the accuracJ¡ of the interference parameter ¿ and the potential

model, and thus is hard to determine. From the point of view that the induced

dipole moment is roughly proportional to the polarizability of perturber molecule

[63], the above estimated values are of the right order. The possibiiity of the de-

duction of such information provides another justification of further experimental

and theoretical study of the interference parameter a.
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Table 6.13: The ratio of alail,uo,u The uncertaint¡' appears in parentheses.

System R(0) R(3)

a I atn"orv

R(1) R(2)T
(K)

HD _ HD

HD _ H2

HD - He

HD - Ar

+2.3(3)

-13(1)
- 1 2(e)

+5.1(14)
+1.1(7)

+1.3(4)

- 1.8(6)

+0.1(1)

o 3(1)

+2.1(2)

- 0 3(1)

-0.7(1)

+3.0(1e)

-2.3(4)
-4.6(7)

+r.4(2)
-0 1(i)
+0.8(1)

-0.4(1)
+0.2(i)

1.6(2)
1.6(i)

+i.5(3)
-0.1(1)
-0.8(1)

+1.1(40)
+0.1(3)
+5.0(5)

+1.0(3)
+0.4(1)
+0.5(1)

+1.1(7)
+0.6(1)

1.0(2 )
0.7(1)

- e.8(5 )

+1.6(5)

- 5.3( 35 )

-2.e(12)

+0 6(5)
+1.3(3)

+0.3(4)
+1.0(1)

1.2(8 )
0.6(1)

77

195

296

ll

195

296

77

195

296

195

296

HD - Kr" 195

296

a: the sign of induced moment is unknown.
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Table 6.14: Estimated parameters A(10-{D), B(å-t) and 3o (-4) of induced
dipole moment.

Syatem A B Ro

HD - Ne -6.5 -3.03 2.99

HD - N2 -12.8 -2.89 3.15

H2 - Ar" 10.0 -2.86 3.I7
H2 - Kr" 16.0 -2.79 3.26

a: Reference [73], t]re sign of A is unknou'n.

50
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HD _ N2

Hz-Ar
Hz- Kr
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O
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lo

l0

.i Intermolecular Distence R (A)

E!g-tr.6.10: 'The estimated magnitude of the induced dipole moment for H D- Ne,
H D - Nr, Hz - Ar and H2 - Kr as a function of intermolecular distance R.
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6.4.2 Interference Parameter I/sA".f

Tþe experimental NsL," I and the published experimental determination at

low temperature of other workers are collected in Table 6.15. Unlike the vibration-

rotational band of H D - H D 124][25][26]127], the asymmetr5' of the pure rotational

line profiie is found to be very small. The diffi.culties in the base-line correction

due to the broad collision-induced background make the determination of such a

small asymmetry everÌ more difrcult. Consequently the ¡esults for -1y'64"1 rna¡'

be even less reiiable than that of ø. However the agreement on both the sign and

the rnagnitude between the twolaboratories, as shorn'n in Table 6.15 is fairly good

except for R(i) fcr H D - HD a.l 77 K. Comparing the experimental interference

parameters carefully, one finds that in quite a few cases, even r','ith the uncertain-

ties, the rnagnitude of 1/s4"1 is larger than that of al2. For example, HD - H2

lR(2)l at 1e5 K, HD - He IR(2)l at77 K, HD - l/e [R(0) and R(1)] at 1e5 K

and H D - ,ar [R(0) and R(3)] at 195 K, etc. This result also occured in the 1986

experimentalresults [63] in HD-¡f, [R(1) and R(2)] and HD -//e [R(t)] at 296

K. It also appeared in NÍcKeilar's experimental results 156] in HD - fL [R(1),

R(2) and R(3); 0.0213 vs. 0.00073, 0.0345 vs. 0.00099 and 0.00214 vs. 0.00122

for .l{04"1 and a respectively] at 296 K. From the theory of Herman Tipping and

Poll, as expressed in Equations 2.L07,2.89 and 2.105, lb.e p2 term arises purely

from the intercoilisional interference or the scalar interference which should be

always positive [45][62]. Thus the magnitude of ¡/04'1 :0.12 should be always

larger than that o1 N¡A," 1 , if the theory adequately represents the experimental

results. The existence of the contradiction is possibly due to the difficulties in

the determination of small asymmetry factor, but also rnay possibly be due to
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difficulties with the theory itself.

Table 6.15: The comparison of experimentai interference parameter iy'64"/ (10-n
arnago,t-l) a,t lor¡' ternperature. Uncertaint5' appears in parentheses.

a

Reference system T
(K) A(o) ß(1)

Presentutork HD-HD 77 -2.0(8) -0.7(7)
HD - Ne 77 +i5.3(3)

A[cKellaretaI." HD-HD 77 -1.8(2) -5.6(8)
HD - Ne 77 +16.5(3)

a: Reference [50].

6.5 Further Discussion on the Theory

As has been discussed so far, tire data analysis guided by the theory develo-

ped by Herman, Tipping and Poll gives the correct allowed dipole moment matrix

elements for the pure rotational band of HD. The theoretical calculation of the

interference effects for the pure rotational band o'f. HD - HD and HD - X are

generally consistent with the experimental determinations with respect to order

of magnitude, but quantitatively, relatively good agreement is achieved only for

R(2) and R(3) for H D - øtom syslems. There is an obvious J dependence in
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the interference effects from the experimental results which is not predicted by

the theory. Furtherrnore a change in sign of the interference parameter ø rvith

temperature at constant J for HD-HD and HD-X is evidentintheexperirnent

but not predicted b5' the theory. Frcm the theorl'. the temperature enters the

calculation of ¿ through tlie pair distribution {unction b1, u'þ1.1t, as s}rou'n in

Figure 6.11, the average dipole moment has a small temperature dependence.

The refinements due to rotational-level mixing and near-resonance rotational-level

mixing improve the agreement betrveen theory er.nd experiment to some degree

but still give results not consistent u'ith experiment both rvith respect to sign

and magnitude. The discrepancies may be due to the phase factor A', but ratio

o{. af a¡¡uo,.¡ shou's Ll3 of the corresponding A'including their uncertainties are

larger than unity. The method of introduction of A into the theory requires,

however, that the absolute magnitude of either A' or A" nevet exceed unity [46].

These facts may indicate that the mechanism in the interference effects in the

pure rotational band for gaseous HD - HD and for the low J lines of HD - X,

are more complicated than the description in the pioneering theory of Herman,

Tipping and Poll.

As was mentioned in chapter 1, there is a new theory recently develo-ped by

Gao, Tabisz, Trippenbach and Cooper. In this new theory, the system considered

is a single neut¡al radiator contained within a gas of N neutral foreign perturbers

and immersed in a radiation field. The radiator has a series of low-lying, closely

spaced energy levels rvhile the perturbers have widely spaced levels. Electric-

dipole allowed transitions are assumed possible between levels in both the radiator

and perturbers. Thus it applies Lo HD -inert gøs systems. The absorption and
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stimulated emission events arid the induced cluster dipole mornents transition

are considered. Both elastic and inelastic collisions and the transitions among

the radiator states occuring tirrough sucli collisions are permitted. This may be

the most important diference from the theory of Herman, Tipping and Poll in

which only non-J- aud non-m-ch.anging collisions are considered. The absorption

coefficient fron the new theory contains four terms which contribute significantly

to the sharp spectral feature,

o(r)

4ru . à tt,^,- 1 ¿: #"^(t - "-nutnrTne{(a 
+ fi)-1il(J,llpnliJn)l'.,j- fónc ¿Js -f t) lrJn

+(A + i1)-tino(J.llÊnllJ")'lt G
n

x K. J um., J nrn nl(J 
I (oo, O ) f¡rr ( O )]n" t/' ( 0, - æ)l J¿rn¿, J ;rn¿)o,] x ;- i¿'l¿-l r H;

+(A + fi)-lino(J"liÊnll/")lÐ G
n

x K Jomo, Jon'L,l[/it(0)];.Ut(0, --) lJ"m", Jnrns Þoo). 
- + ËzJs+7 tr,

+(A + t1)-lin2rllc
n

x K. Jomo, Joffi)lÊt(O)];.U'(0, -oo)lJ"m", Jnmn Þou)

(6 7)

* [t G K. J.nL., JnrnnlUl (æ,0)[pt(O)]n.[J'(0, -æ)lJ¿rn;, J;rn¿ Þo,]
n

.B

';å; ÐÌ,ouL t - J;J;
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with

and

{l : J¿, Qerffi.rnls)m¿

(6.8)

Here A is the detuning (r-r.n); np and no is the number density of the radiator

and perturber respectively, p¡ is the dipole moment operator of the radiator and

þI is the induced dipole moment operator; tlI U,t') is the one perturber collisional

propagator, the superscript I deirotes the interaction picture, and the subscript

g. and a.?J) respectively, denote the spherical component and the average over

velocity, impact parameter and the time of closest approach. The subscripts g

and e on the quantum numbers J and rn denote the i,nti,al state and f,nal state,

wlrile i and a refer to an intermediale state. The rest of the notations have tlieir

usual meaning in the literature.

Similar to the original theor5' discussed in chapter 2, the absorption coef-

ficient contains an allorved-aliowed term (the first term), allowed-induced terms

(the second and third terms) and effect of successive collisions, i.e. the intercolli-

sional interference term (the fourth term). The matrix elements in the last three

terms can be further written as

K. J"m", JsmglUt(oo,0)P1(0)]q.t/t(0, -oo)lJ;m¿, J;nr; Þ

: I e-t('"'-'¡z)¿o ( Jun'Lu, Jnrnnl[]I (æ,ts)lhTn3, Júnt Þ
J II'T

x (Jsmslltt'þo)ln"lJrmr) K- J2rn2, J¡n1l(II (to, -æ)lJ¿*¿, J¿rn¿ Þ,

G:(-\r'-*'( J' r Jn
\ / 

\ --" Çc n'Ls )
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(6 e)

u¡ith

J : Jt, Jr, J" and AI : mr,rrl2.rtl3,

and

K Jorno, Joffiol[Êt(0)];" u'(0, -æ)lJ.rn., Jnrnn Þ

I e- ¿@,' 
" -.t ")tt' (J lmrl [p, (¿o )] n. lJ,^*)-

Jtmt

x K, J{nt, Jornol(It(to,-o")l J"nt,u, Jnrnn Þ, (6.10)

where ús represents the time betrveen the radiative event and the time of closest

approacir. This time is of the order of duration of a coliision, i.e. to * Td.

Now, taking tlI(t,ú') io be diagonal in J, letting

pn: (J"llt""lllr) (6.11)

and

ttt : I G [* d.tse-;'"oto\J"nr"lÛt(*, to)lpl(to))r.Ûtt(-, ts)lJrrnr)",,
qcIfLeffLe r'l -co

(6.12)

wlrere Ût i. th. Hi,Ibert space evolution operator, and u'riting

W : lptl"'u : lp¡l(A' I iL"),
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and

1:''l'*i1",

one obtains a simplified form of absorption ccefficient as follou's:

o(r) :
u

A-¡(#Xt -'ónc
-ÌwlkTx r' )\ (Jt), +

Ì

lp'n -l 2nr L' ¡t. nl p tl + n?o( L''

(L - ^r")'

- L"\p?l

(6 14)

n..

X

.,'rlurl'f};+É
6), +(L,-1',,¡zL-'"Prntr!:' 

êÀ 
¿,¿s-r L JeJs

(6.15)

This is tire same form of Equation 2.106 except that the A'and A" are not the

same as in Equation 2.106, since here the m-changing collisions are permitted.

In this manner, the theory developed by Herman, Tipping and Poll as dis-

cussed in chapter 2 is seen to be a special case in ivhich the propagator is diagonal

in both m and J [46]164], that is, in which onl¡, pure elastic collisions are permitted.

In general case, the propagator is not diagonal in rr¿ and J. It can be proved

that tire leading term in tlie expansion of the propagator with respect to time ú

beyond the cliagonal term is of the same form as the frrst-order time-independent

perturbation theory resuit used by Tabisz and Nelson to describe rotational-level

mixing [52]164]. However the new theory goes further because the full propagator

is used and tire inelastic transitions can occur at times during the coliision; thereby

the meciranism is different from tÌre previous work. It actuaily provides that, in

the general case where both elastic and inelastic collisions are permitted, there

rvill be an additional contribution to the second term of Equation 6.15, so that the
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plrase factor will become an effectiue phase factor rvhich r¡'ill not be constrained

to remain between *1 and -1. As u'as discussed in the last section, this is rvhat

the experimental results have rnade evident.

The neu' theor5', at least in its frame urork) gives a better description for

the pure rotational band for gaseous HD, althougir its full justification requires,

however, detailed caiculation and comparison rvith the experimental results. Such

detaiied calculations are not ar.ailable at the time of the u'riting of this thesis.
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Chapter T

COF{CIUSTONS

Characterization of the density and tempera,ture dependence of spectral Iine

shape parameters and absorption coefficient is reasonably complete based on the

experimenLs at 77 K, 195 K and 296 K. After the detailed discussion in chapter

6, we reach the following conclusions:

1. Tire allowed dipole moment of HD for the first four transitions of the

pure rotational band as determined from HD - HD and HD - X systems at

different temperatures and is found to be 8.10(15) for R(0),8.04(12) for R(1),

8.05(12) for R(2) and 8.41(40) for R(3), in units 10-a debye (tlie quoted errors

are three standard deviations). The J dependence in the allowed dipole moment

of HD is not the same as predicted by the theory. Within the gg% confident

error bar, the J dependence predicted by Wolniewicz is possible. The averaged

ab initio caiculations agree well with, but are about 3% larger than, the current

experimental determinations.

2. The absolute frequency for the four pure rotationai lines as determined

from the averaged measurements at different temperatures are found to be 89.2(1)

for R(0), 177.84(1) for R(1), 265.24(1) for R(2) and 350.86(1) for R(3), in the units
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crn-\. They are in very good agreement with the published rotational constants

of IID.

3. Tlie line broadening coefficient for the pure rotational band for H D - H D

and HD -X u,ere determined at different ternperatures. Calculations based on a.

simplified model within semiclassical theor¡' agree in the general trends and order

of the rnagnitude with the experimentai determinations, and temperatute depen-

dence. Better agreement is found for R(2)and R(3), and for HD perturbed with

large atoms. Quantum mechanical calcuiations for R(0) and R(1) for HD - Hz

and H D - H e 1126) are found to be in very good agreement with the experimental

result, for botir the line broadening coefficient and frequency shift. It suggests, as

expected, that for the small molecule collision pair such as HD - HD, HD - H2,

HD - He and perhaps HD - y'y'e, the quanturn mechanical caiculation is more

suitable.

4. The integrated absorption coeffi.cient, or the interference effect, for the

pure rotational band of gaseous HD in HD - HD and HD - X systems gen-

erally agree in order of magnitude u'itli the prediction of the theory developed

by Herman, Tipping and PolI. Better agreement is found for R(2) and R(3) for

HD - a.torn. Based on this fact, the induced dipole moment for HD - /úe and

HD - /y'2 was estimated from the experimental interference parameter ¿ for R(2)

according to the theory, and to be found fthn-w.(R) : -6.S x 10-ae-3'03('R-2'es)

debye and, p.fuo-*r(Ã) : -11.3 x I1-ae-2'8e(R-3'15) debye respectively, where R

is in units å. However the experimental results sliow that the interference ef-

fect has a more complicated behaviour than predicted by the above theory. The

J dependence and the temperature dependence of the interference parameter a,
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particuiariy its change in sign lor H D - H D and H D - X, can not be explained

b5' the above theor¡'.

5. A new tireorl, developed by Gao, Tabisz, Trippenbach and Cooper [64]

contains the earlier efforts as special cases and gives more general description in

its theoretical frame work. its full justification awaits for the detailed calculations

and comparison with the experimental results.
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Appendïx ,å

Control Program for Ðata
Coilection

This MACRO program is used to control the data collection of NICOLET

system in the experiment. The raw data are recorded in the hard disk for data

analysis. The meaning of the statements in the program can be found in Reference

lesl

TEN{:4

NPR

P1\,{D

OMD

Automatic data collection 400 scans.

PMD

OMD

Typ" PFN for data collection:

PFN

RPF
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NSS:200

NSD:200

SFN:2

OFN:2

OMD

Typ. scratch. file nurnber l>: 51,

DFI{

SPF

OMD

Typ" the name for permanent fi.le

IFN

CLD

PMD

ON{D

Scans collected:

PRN NSD

PMD

CLS

CAD

OMD

Scans collected:

PAD

PRN NSS

AFP

[6 CHARACTERS.3 NUN,IBERI :
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OMD

The experirnent for

PR}I DFN

O]\,ID

is cornpiete!

TEN{:4

NPR

PN{D

ol\{D

Press EXPT.0 to begin next data collection.

PMD

PMD

END
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,&ppendïx ts

Macro Progra.m for the Fourier
Transfornt Process

This program is used for automatic Fourier transforming of a set of raw data

files. LPI- ) LPZ and LP3 are subroutines. The statements in tire program carr

be found in Reference 193].

TE]\,T:4

NPR

OMD

Auto FT process: from interferogram to absorbance.

PMD

PMD

o1\{D

Typ. PFN for FT process:

PFN

RPF

BFN:3
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OMD

Typ" background file name:

GDB

ox{D

Typ" title for background file:

TIB

PRN BFN

STB

PMD

Pt\,ID

OMD

Now assign sample files to distination files.

PMD

PMD

OMD

How many sample files?

QIT

LP1.

LP2

LP3

PMD

PMD

OMD

Automatic FT process is complete!
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PMD

PT D

END

LP1

DFN:5

FOR III:1 TIL QIT

PMD

PMD

PRN DFN

ol\{D

Typ" sample file name:

GDD

OMD

Typ" title for the sample file:

TID

STD

DFN:DFN*1

NXT III

PN,TD

PMD

OMD

This set of sample fiies is complete!

P1\{D
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PMD

END

LP2

o]\4D

Norv FT starts.

PMD

PMD

PRI\ BFN

STB

FPB

OMD

Complete!

PNID

DFN:4

FOR III:i TIL QIT

DFN:Dl-N*1

PRN DFN

STD

FPD

RAD

ABD

OMD

Complete!
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PMD

J\XT III

P1\,f D

O]VID

FT is compiete in all sample fiiesl

PMD

PMD

END

LP3

OMD

Now save the absorbance files.

PMD

PMD

PRN

BFN

STB

OMD

Input fi.le name for background:

PDB

PMD

DFN:4

ON4D

Input SlX-character file name;

IFN
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EXT:001

FOR III:1 TIL QIT

DFN:DFN*1

PR}{ ÐFN

STD

AFP

EXT:EXTÌ1

PN{D

NXT III

END
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,A.ppendix C

BASIC Prograrn

This BASIC program is used to convert absorbance data to ASCII for

transfer to another computer for furtlier data analysis. Tiris is the modified

version of the code in Reference [63] to fit the nerv data system Nic-660.

100 REM This program is to convert data to ASCII and to

110 REM store them in the disk. MODE filename 7 before transfer.

120 DrN{ A(2), B(2),F(352)

130 DiM X(2000),Y(2000)

140 LET N:1

150 LET M:10

160 PRINT "Enter fi.lename in process."

170 rNPUT A$(o),A.$(1)

180 CALL BDEFINE(10,4$)

190 CALL FREAD(10,F,352)

200 PRINT "Enter NEW filename to store data."

210 rNPUT B$(o),8$(1)

220 LÐT M:1\{+1
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230 OALL FALLOC(M,B$,352)

240 LET D$:"EXP"

250 LET E$:"l{TP"

260 LET G$:"SSP"

27 (J c ALL FILSTA(F,D$,D 1 )

280 CALL FILSTA(F,E$,E1)

290 CALL FILSTA(F,G$,G1)

300 OALL FAINT(352,1)

310 CALL IAFLT(F,352)

320 LET \Ä¡:F(234)-F(233)+1

330 LET L:\4/

340 CALL FREAD(10,Y,W)

350 CALL FAINT(\4I.1)

360 CALL IAFLT(Y,W)

370 LET E7:F112

380 LET T:2^(D1-19)

390 LET S:15798/G1/81

400 LET W:L

410 FOR I:0 TO W-l
420 LET X(I):5x11+F(233))

430 LET Y(I):T*Y(I)

440 PRINTfM: X(I);Y(I)

450 PRINT ') *+ ",4$(0);A$(1);
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460 PRINT "Program is ended. Type RUN to continue."

470 END
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,&ppendix Ð

SAS Progralrl

This sAS progran is used for fitting R(1) data fi.le for HD - ¡üe at 195

K. It first corrects the base line, tlien uses a Fano profile to fit the spectrum) as

desc¡ibed in chapter 2. The diagrams are autornatically plotted after base line

correction and profile fitting, as shown in chapter 2'

//srEP1 EXEC SASV5

//sYSrN DD *

GOPTIONS DEVICE:XEROX HSIZE:3.5

vsIZE:4.8 COLORg:(R,BL,G,B) ;

TITLE 'FITTING A FANO LiNESHAPE

TO HD-Ne AT FILE NEI103 ';

DATA FDAT;

]NPUTXl_7Y9_20;

CARDS;

++EN{BED F:NEI1O3R GR:NEI;

DATA F2DAT;

INPUT X2 T_7 Y2 9-20;
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CARDS;

++EI\{BED F:I\{EI103 GR:NEi;

DATA I\{ATCH;

MERGE FDAT F2DAT;

Y:Y/X;

Y2:Y2lX2;

PROC NLIN METHOD:1\'IARQTTARDT EFORX'IAT

COIIVERGE:1E_ 9;

PARMS BK:2.638E-04 A:0.0

D:9.68-05 B:1.65 C:0.986;

BETA:6.2831825*(X -173.0) I C;

ALFA:B*BETA:

CALFA:1.570796+ALFA;

MODEL Y:A*XTBK+DXSIN(ALFA);

DER.A:X;

DER.BK:1;

DER.B:D sSIN(CALFA);

DER. C:D XSIN (CALFA)*(_BETA/C);

DER.D:SIN(ALFA);

BOUNDS 0.000002< D <0.00025;

BOUNDS 0.94< C <T.I;

BOUNDS -6.28<: B <:6.28;

OUTPUT OUT:DATII

PREDICTED:YFIT RESIDUAL:RESTO PARMS:BK A D B C;
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DATA DATI2;

I\,TERGE ]\{ATCH DATI1 ;

Y2:(Y2-YFIT);

TITLE H:1.0 F:XS\4¡ISS 'B-L CORRECTION R(1) HD-l'le AT

195 K';

PROC GPLOT DATA:DATI2;

AXIS 1 \¡ALUE:(f:duplex h: 1.5)

LABEL:(P:TRIPLEX H:2 A:O R:O

'FREQLTEN CY IN \4/A\¡ÐNUMBERS' )

ORDER:173.0 TO 183.0 BY 2.0

i\{AJOR:(H: - 2.0) MINOR:NONE;

AXIS2 VALUE:(f:duplex h:1.5)

i\{AJOR:(N:5 H:-2.0) MINOR:NONE

T ABEL:(F:TRIPLEX H:2 A:90 R:0

'ABS ORBANCE/FREQUENCY (.*)') ;

PLOT

YFIT*X2:1

Y2*X2:2

/HAXIS:AXIS1

\¡AXIS:AXIS2 FRAME

O\¡ERLAY;

SYMBOLl I:SPLINE V:NONE C:R;

SYMBOL2 I:NONE \¡:J F:SPECIAL H:2 C:R;

FOOTNOTE1 J:L F:SIMPLEX
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,SIN BASELINE CORRECTION';

FOOTNOTE2 J:L F:SIMPLEX 'HD-Ne NEI103';

DATA DATII2;

I\{ERGE DATI2;

PROC NLIN METHOD:i\{ARQIJARDT EFORI\4AT

CONVERGE:18_9;

PARMS D0:2.04828-6 FWHI\'{:0'3 I\{U:177.80

HALE0:0.0 AK:0.0 BKG:0.0;

¡ 1:(X2 - NtU);

DE:(0.5*FWHM)**2*D 1 
+*2;

MODEL Y2:DO/DE+HALEO+ 2*D7 I Dî'+AK*X2+BKG ;

DER.AK:X2;

DER.BKG:1;

DER.D0:1/DE;

DER. MU : ( D 0+HALE0 * 2x D 1 ) 
x 2* D I I DÐ* x 2 - HALE 0* 2 I DE;

DER.FWHM: - (FWHM)*(D0+HALEO*2*D 1)/DE* *2;

DER.HALEO:2xD 1/DE;

OUTPUT OUT:DATI3

PREDICTED:YOK RESIDUAL:REST

PARMS:DO F\\¡HM MU HALEO;

TITLE H:2 F:XSWISS 'R(1) LINE OF HD-Ne AT 195 K';

PROC GPLOT;

AXISl VALUE:(f:duplex h:1.5)

LABEL:(F:TRIPLEX H:2 A:O R:O
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'FREQUENCY IN \\¡A\/ENUMBERS')

ORDER:173.0 TO 183.0 BY 2.0

\,tAJ OR:( H: - 2. 0) X,IINOR:1\ONE;

AX]S2 \¡ALUE:(f:duple>: h:1.5 )

N{AJOR:(N:5 H: -2.0) ]\,IINOR:NONE

LABEL:(F:TRIPLEX H:2 A:90 R:0

'AB S ORBAITCE/FREQUEN CY (.*)') ;

PLOT

YOKUX2:1

Y2*X2:2

/HAXIS:AXIS1

VAXIS:AXIS2 FRAME

OVERLAY;

SYMBOLl I:SPLINE V:NONE C:R;

SYMBOL2 I:NONE \¡:J F:SPECIAL H:2 C:R;

FOOTNOTE1 J:L F:SIMPLEX 'FANO+SIN(A) SFR1';

FOOTNOTE2 J:L F:SII\{PLEX 'HD-Ne NEIJ.O3';

t*
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,&ppendix E

FtFilTR,AN Frogram

Tþis FORTRAN program is used for tire calculation of number density

of HD-Nz mixture at 195 K. Input P is pressure in torr and NFIL is tlie order

number of the data fiie.

I I ÐXEC WATFIV,SIZE:2401{

//SYSIN DD *

$JOB \A,'ATFIV

DrMEN SIO N P ( 30 ),NFIL( 30 ),P N{IX( 30 ), GI( 30 ), GII( 30 ), G 1 (30 )

DTMENSiON G2(30),8(30),BI(30),DEN(30),DENI(30),PDEN(30)

1 T:195.0

BHD:10.79

R:82.05

BPERT:-37.48

PHD:2715.0/760.0

BINT:1.20

DENHD:4.99211

WRITE (6,400)
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5 DO 230 N:1,18

READ,P(N),NFIL(N)

PMIX(¡í):P(¡{)/760.0

Gr(NT):PHD/PX{IX(N)

Grr( N ) 
: ( P I\,f IX( N ) - P HD ) /P l\,IIX( N )

B(N):BHD*GI(N)*GI(N)+2.0xBINTxGI(N)*GII(N)+

+ BP ERT'' GII( N) + GII( N )

DEN(N): 22414.0 I (R+r/PMIx( u)+n(u) )

10 DO 50 I:\,74

G 1(l{):DENHD/DEN(N)

G2(N):(DEN(N)-DENHD )/DEN(N)

Br(N):BHD*G 1(N)*Gi(N)+2.0xBINT*G1(N)+G2(N)+

+BPERT*G2(N)*G2(N)

DENr( N ) = 22414.0 I (R*T/ PMIX( N )+BI( N ) )

iF (ABS(DENI(N)-DEN(N) )-18- 8)60,60,40

40 DEN(N):DENI(N)

GOTO 50

50 CONTINUE

60 PDEN(N):DENI(N)-DENHD

wRrrE (6,70)NFIL(N),P(N)

70 FORMAT (2X,'FILE:',I3,2X,'PRESSURE-',F9.2,' TORR')

150 \4¡RrrE (6,200) BI(N),G1(N),G2(N)

200 FORMAT (2X,'BMIX:',F10.5,2X,'G1:',F8.5,2X,'G2:',F8.5)

210 WRITE (6,220) DENI(N)
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220 FORMAT (2X,'M'DENCITY:',F10.5,' AMAGAT')

221 \\¡RTTE (6.222) PDEN(N)

222 FORI\'ÍAT (2X,'P.DENSITY:'.F10'5,' AI\'ÍAGAT')

230 COT\iTINLTE

400 FORN{AT (2x,'*"**xx* DENSITY OF HD-N2 AT 195 K

x***t**,)

250 STOP

END

$ENTRY
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